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Introduction

In this thesis, we investigate various aspects of the structural analysis of networks.

Networks have attracted a lot of research interest since the millennium when the

prompt evolution of information technology made the comprehensive exploration

of real networks possible. The study of networks pervades all of science, such

as Biology (e.g., neuroscience networks), Chemistry (e.g., protein interaction net-

works), Physics, Information Technology (e.g., WWW, Internet), Economics (e.g.

interbank payments), and Social Sciences (e.g. collaboration and acquaintance

networks) [14]. Despite the fact that networks can originate from different do-

mains, most of them share a few common characteristics such as scale-free and

small-world properties, high clustering, and sparseness [14]. Characterizing the

topology of networks is very important for a wide range of static and dynamic

properties (e.g. the topology of social networks influences the spread of infor-

mation and disease). In this thesis, we will focus on two important aspects of

the structure of networks, namely fractality and robustness. Moreover, in the

Appendix we will also explore the structural characteristics of co-authorship net-

works and prerequisite networks.

In Chapter 1 we study the fractal nature of networks. We give a short intro-

duction to the dimension theory of graphs and networks and provide an overview

of the most important concepts of dimensions of graphs and networks. To iden-

tify and quantify the fractality of networks, an essential tool is the box-covering

method. Since the box-covering problem is proven to be NP-hard, various ap-

proximation algorithms have been proposed. We compare the most important

algorithms with respect to running time and approximation ability. We show

that the definition of fractality cannot be applied to networks with a ‘tree-like’

structure and exponential growth rate of neighborhoods. However, by introducing

novel concepts, the transfinite fractal dimension, and the transfinite Cesaro frac-

tal dimension, we show that the fractal dimension becomes a proper parameter

of graph sequences with exponential growth. Using rigorous techniques, we de-
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termine bounds on the optimal box-covering and calculate the transfinite fractal

dimension of various models: the hierarchical graph sequence model introduced

by Komjáthy and Simon, the Song-Havlin-Makse model, spherically symmetric

trees, and supercritical Galton-Watson trees. This chapter largely relies on a

paper joint with my supervisor, Károly Simon, and with my former supervisor,

Júlia Komjáthy [M9].

Chapter 2 is devoted to the mathematical analysis of robustness and error-

tolerance of networks. More specifically, we investigate the case when the attack-

tolerance of the vertices or edges is not independent but certain classes of vertices

or edges share a mutual vulnerability. It is modeled by assigning colors to the

vertices or edges, where the color-classes correspond to the shared vulnerabilities.

An important problem is to find robustly connected vertex sets: nodes that re-

main connected to each other by paths providing any type of error (i.e. erasing

any vertices or edges of the given color). This is also known as color-avoiding

percolation. We study various possible modeling approaches of shared vulner-

abilities and we analyze the computational complexity of finding the robustly

(color-avoiding) connected components. Despite the similarity of the presented

concepts, the associated percolation problems – seemingly paradoxically – dif-

fer significantly regarding computational complexity. We show that the color-

avoiding edge-connected components can be found in polynomial time. However,

the complexity of finding the color-avoiding vertex-connected components highly

depends on the exact definition, using a strong version the problem is NP-hard

while using a weaker notion makes it possible to find the components in polyno-

mial time. This chapter is built on a paper joint with a fellow Ph.D. student,

Kitti Varga [M24].

In the Appendix, we switch to two more applied topics to show that the struc-

ture of networks has important applications in various domains. Both Appendix

A and B rely joint works with my students. Namely, in Appendix A we analyze

the past 20 years of network science as seen through the co-authorship network of

network scientists. After providing a bibliographic analysis of 31,763 network sci-

ence papers, we construct the co-authorship network of 56,646 network scientists

and we analyze its topology and dynamics. We shed light on the collabora-

tion patterns of the last 20 years of network science by investigating numerous

structural properties of the co-authorship network and by using enhanced data

visualization techniques. We also identify the most central authors, the largest

communities, investigate the spatiotemporal changes, and compare the properties

of the network to scientometric indicators. This chapter is based on [M32] that
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is an extension of [M23], both of the papers are joint with my student, Marcell

Nagy.

Appendix B gives insight into the educational data science project of the

Budapest University of Technology and Economics, that we initiated with the

objective to extract knowledge from the massive educational data of the univer-

sity. More specifically, in this chapter, we show how the tools of network science

can be applied in the educational domain. We introduce a data-driven prob-

abilistic student flow approach to characterize prerequisite networks and study

the distribution of graduation time based on the network topology and on the

completion rate of the courses. We also present a method to identify courses that

have a significant impact on graduation time. This line of research was started

by my students under my supervision [63]. This chapter largely relies on a paper

written jointly with my students, Noémi Horváth, Júlia Bergmann, and Dóra

Szekrényes, moreover with the director of the Central Academic Office, Mihály

Szabó [M10].

This thesis provides a good outlook of the research activities that I have

been involved in during my Ph.D. studies. On the other hand, it is also worth

mentioning that this thesis is not aimed at giving a complete portfolio of my

research activities. My research follows three main research directions: network

science, educational data science, and R&D projects with industrial partners. All

three directions have produced a number of publications.

This thesis mostly focuses on network science, that is the first line of research

that I was engaged in, having papers on fractal networks [M9, M33], the ro-

bustness of networks [M24], co-authorship network analysis [M1, M2, M23, M32]

and on the intersection of machine learning and network science [M4, M25, M28,

M34].

Another line of my research focuses on educational data science, a project

that I initiated in cooperation with the Central Academic Office of BME. We also

published a number of papers in this area [M3, M5, M6, M7, M10, M11, M12,

M13, M14, M15, M16, M19, M21, M22, M26, M27], a more detailed overview can

be found in the preface of Appendix B.

The third line of my research revolves around the R&D projects that we car-

ried out together with our most important industrial partner, NOKIA-Bell Labs.

The data-intensive R&D projects include variable dimensionality input handling

for machine learning algorithms, network state transition modeling and predic-

tion, fingerprinting of computational resources of data processing, and user seg-

mentation analysis. These projects have also resulted in a number of publications
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[M8, M17, M18, M20].

The aforementioned three pillars of my research resulted in 27 published pa-

pers in total. I co-authored 10 papers in international journals: IEEE Trans-

actions on Learning Technologies (Scimago Q1, Scopus D1, IF: 2.315) [M10],

Journal of Complex Networks (Scimago Q1) [M9], ACS Sustainable Chemistry

& Engineering (Scimago Q1, Scopus D1, IF: 6.97) [M2], Journal of Combina-

torial Mathematics and Combinatorial Computing (Scimago Q3) [M1], ACM

Transactions on Intelligent Systems and Technology (Scimago Q2, Scopus D1,

IF: 2.861) [M8], Assessment & Evaluation in Higher Education (Scimago Q1,

Scopus D1, IF: 2.320) [M6, M11], Interactive Learning Environments (Scimago

Q1, Scopus D1, IF: 1.938) [M3] Applied Network Science (Scimago Q1) [M4],

Applied Sciences (Scimago Q1, IF: 2.474) [M12]. I published 3 papers in Hungar-

ian journals: Alkalmazott Matematikai Lapok [M7], Közgazdasági Szemle [M5],

Statisztikai Szemle [M13]. Since peer-reviewed conference papers also hold great

value in network science and data science, I also published a lot in conference

proceedings: 9 papers in IEEE/ACM conference proceedings [M14, M15, M16,

M18, M19, M22, M23, M25, M26], 3 papers in Springer Lecture Notes in Com-

puter Science [M17, M20, M24], 2 papers in other conference proceedings [M21,

M27].

A unique feature of this thesis is that Chapter 1 is largely based on a paper

together with colleagues who are senior to me: my supervisor and my former

supervisor; Chapter 2 is based on a joint paper with a fellow Ph.D. student,

while Appendix A and B mostly reflect on joint works with my students.

The main scientific contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:

• Chapter 1 (Fractal properties of networks)

– Comparing the most important approximation boxing algorithms with

respect to running time and approximation ability.

– Introducing the transfinite fractal dimension and the transfinite Cesaro

fractal dimension for graph sequences and showing that using these

notions the fractal dimension becomes a proper parameter of graph

sequences with exponential growth.

– Determine bounds on the optimal box-covering and calculating the

transfinite fractal dimension of various models:

∗ hierarchical graph sequence model introduced by Komjáthy and

Simon
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∗ Song-Havlin-Makse model

∗ spherically symmetric trees,

∗ supercritical Galton-Watson trees

– Exploring the connection between the transfinite fractal dimension and

the growth rate of trees.

• Chapter 2 (Complexity of color-avoiding percolation)

– Studying various possible modeling approaches of shared vulnerabili-

ties in networks.

– Analyzing the computational complexity of finding the robustly (color-

avoiding) connected components.

– Showing that the color-avoiding edge-connected components can be

found in polynomial time.

– Showing that the complexity of finding the color-avoiding vertex-connected

components highly depends on the exact definition:

∗ using a strong version the problem is NP-hard,

∗ while using a weaker notion makes it possible to find the compo-

nents in polynomial time.

• Appendix A (Characterizing co-authorship networks)

– Analyzing the past 20 years of network science as seen through the

co-authorship network of network scientists.

– Providing a bibliographic analysis of 31,763 network science papers.

– Construct the co-authorship network of 56,646 network scientists.

– Investigating numerous structural properties of the co-authorship net-

work (degree distribution, assortativity, clustering coefficient, commu-

nity structure, etc.).

– Using enhanced data visualization techniques to shed light on the col-

laboration patterns of the last 20 years of network science.

– Identifying the most central authors and compare the structural net-

work properties with scientometric indicators.

• Appendix B (Characterizing prerequisite networks)
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– Showing how the tools of network science can be applied in the edu-

cational domain.

– Introduce a data-driven probabilistic student flow approach to charac-

terize curriculum prerequisite networks.

– Present a method to identify courses that have a significant impact on

graduation time.
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Chapter 1

Transfinite Fractal Dimension of

Trees and Hierarchical Scale-Free

Graphs

In this chapter, we introduce a new concept: the transfinite fractal dimension

of graph sequences motivated by the notion of fractality of networks proposed

by Song et al. We show that the definition of fractality cannot be applied to

networks with ‘tree-like’ structure and exponential growth rate of neighborhoods.

However, we show that the definition of fractal dimension could be modified in

a way that takes into account the exponential growth, and with the modified

definition, the fractal dimension becomes a proper parameter of graph sequences.

We find that this parameter is related to the growth rate of trees. We also

generalize the concept of box dimension further and introduce the transfinite

Cesaro fractal dimension. Using rigorous proofs we determine the optimal box-

covering and transfinite fractal dimension of various models: the hierarchical

graph sequence model introduced by Komjáthy and Simon, Song-Havlin-Makse

model, spherically symmetric trees, and supercritical Galton-Watson trees.

1.1 Introduction on fractal networks

The study of networks has received immense attention recently, mainly because

networks are used in several disciplines of science, such as in Information Technol-

ogy (World Wide Web, Internet), Sociology (social relations), Biology (cellular

networks), etc. Understanding the structure of such networks has become essen-

tial since the structure affects their performance, for example, the topology of
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social networks influences the spread of information and disease. In most cases,

real networks are too large to describe them explicitly. Hence, models must be

considered. A network model can be static, i.e., it models a snapshot of the net-

work, such as [28, 44, 95] or dynamic, i.e., the model mimics the evolution of the

network on the long term [15].

Many networks were claimed to show self-similarity and fractal behavior [49].

Heuristically, fractality of a network means that the network looks similar to

itself on different scales: if one zooms in on a sub-network, one is expected

to see the same qualitative behavior as in the whole network. Unfortunately,

most of the classical random graph models (e.g. the Chung-Lu model [28], the

configuration model [19], and the preferential attachment model [15]) do not

model the phenomenon of hierarchical or self-similar structure in the network.

To solve this problem, Barabási, Ravasz, and Vicsek introduced deterministic

hierarchical scale-free graphs constructed by a method that is common in gener-

ating fractals [17]. Their proposed deterministic, hierarchical network (that we

call ”cherry”) can be seen in Figure 1.3, Ravasz, and Barabási improved this

original ”cherry” model to further accommodate clustering, that is, the presence

of local triangles; and obtained similar clustering behavior to many real-world

networks [111].

A similar fractal-based approach was introduced by Andrade et al. [5], the

Apollonian networks. The name comes from the generating method of the model

which uses Apollonian circle packings to obtain the network. Apollonian networks

were generalized to higher dimensions and investigated by Zhang et al. [163, 165].

For further fractal related network models see e.g. [38, 66, 164]. Komjáthy and

Simon generalized the ”cherry” model of [17] by introducing a general hierarchical

graph sequence derived from a graph directed by self-similar fractal [70]. We

mention that there are also some natural, namely, spatial, random network models

where a hidden hierarchical structure is embedded in the graph: Heydenreich,

Hulshof, and Jorritsma showed the existence of a hierarchical structure in the

scale-free percolation model [60].

To accommodate the observed fractality in network models is one side of the

coin. The other side is to identify fractality and the presence of self-similarity of

networks beyond the heuristics. A method was proposed by Song, Havlin, and

Makse [134]; they suggested that the procedure for networks must be similar to

that of regular fractal objects: using the box-covering method. Once a network is

covered with boxes, the notion of fractality stands for a polynomial relation be-

tween the number of boxes needed to cover the network and the size of the boxes.
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The polynomial relation was verified in many real-world networks, e.g. the World

Wide Web, actor collaboration network, and protein interaction networks [68, 115,

133]. The (approximate) exponent of this relation gives, heuristically, the box-

covering dimension of the network. The fractality and self-similarity of networks

was investigated in several further articles [49, 116, 132, 133, 152] and we give a

short review of this topic in Section 1.3.

While many real life-networks do satisfy an approximate polynomial relation-

ship between box sizes and the number of boxes needed, for example, the Internet

at router level or most of the social networks [49, 97] do not. In these and many

other cases, at least locally, the neighborhood of a vertex grows exponentially as

the radius grows. In these cases, no polynomial relationship can be found. On

the other hand, for network models with non-polynomial local growth rate a new

definition of box dimension is needed, that is the transfinite fractal dimension

developed by Rozenfeld et al. in [56, 115] (see (1.3) below). As the main point

of this article, we make the heuristic definition mathematically rigorous.

To obtain a mathematically rigorous yet natural definition, we consider the

dimension of graph sequences. This is natural for two reasons. The first reason

is that for finite networks, once the box size exceeds the diameter of the network,

a single box is enough to cover the whole network, and any relationship between

the sizes of the boxes and their number can only be valid in a given range of box

sizes, hence, no true ‘dimension’ concept can exist in a mathematical sense that

resembles box-covering. The second reason is that many networks grow in size as

time passes, hence, it is natural to consider sequences of graphs with more and

more vertices.

We test our definition of the transfinite fractal dimension on some of the above-

mentioned models that intuitively contain hierarchical structures. Namely, we

test the definition on the above-mentioned ”cherry” model by Barabási et al. [17]

and its generalization, the hierarchical graph sequence proposed by Komjáthy

and Simon [70], and a recursively defined hierarchical model, proposed by Song,

Havlin, and Makse [133]. We further test our definition on random and deter-

ministic trees: branching processes and spherically symmetric trees. Recursively

defined trees naturally contain hierarchy; namely, a subtree of a vertex may re-

semble the whole tree. While there is no obvious direct relationship between the

optimal number of boxes to cover a network and the exponential growth rate

of neighborhood sizes, on the studied models we confirm that the two parame-

ters are indeed intimately related. Our definition of transfinite fractal dimension

gives a natural parameter that indeed captures the exponential growth of the
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neighborhoods of the model in a quantitative way. On trees, we show that the

box-covering is indeed related to the (exponential) growth rate; introduced by

Lyons and Peres [89].

In the literature, box-covering is determined mostly by approximation algo-

rithms [35, 132], while our method is rigorous on the above-mentioned models.

It is an interesting further direction of research to see how well approximation

algorithms perform on the models that we rigorously study in this chapter. We

mention that due to the exponential scaling; our definition is robust in the sense

that if an approximation algorithm is able to approximate the optimal number of

boxes of a network up to finite constant factors than the empirical box dimension

will confirm the theoretical value that we derive here.

We mention that other graph dimension concepts have been also generalized

to the infinite case such as the metric and partition dimensions [25, 142]. In [8] the

Minkowski and Hausdorff dimensions are defined for unimodular random discrete

metric spaces while [9] sheds light on the connections between these notions and

the polynomial growth rate of the underlying space. In this work, we focus on

the generalization of the box-covering dimension. For a recent survey about other

notions of dimension, we refer to [113].

Structure of the chapter. After a brief overview on the dimension of graphs

and networks in Section 1.2 and a short review of the topic of network fractality

by Song et al. [134] in Section 1.3 we introduce the definition of box dimension

for graph sequences, the transfinite fractal dimension and a generalized version,

the transfinite Cesaro fractal dimension. In Section 1.4 we provide a comparison

of box-covering algorithms. In Section 1.5, we determine the optimal number of

boxes needed to cover the hierarchical graph sequence model [70]. We find that

the hierarchical graph sequence model [70] does not have a finite box dimension

(based on the usual definition assuming polynomial growth) but the transfinite

dimension exists (based on our new definition assuming exponential growth). In

Section 1.6 we investigate the optimal boxing and transfinite dimension of a fractal

network model introduced by Song, Havlin, and Makse [133]. In Section 1.7 we

determine the optimal boxing and the transfinite dimension of some deterministic

and random trees, in particular, spherically symmetric trees and Galton-Watson

branching processes, and relate the obtained dimension to the growth rate of trees

introduced by Lyons and Peres [89]. Section 1.8 concludes the work.
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1.2 An overview on the dimension of graphs and

networks

Based on Poincaré’s topological reinterpretation of Euclid’s initial concept of

dimension, the idea of dimension can be rephrased inductively in more modern

language as follows [104]:

1. A single point has dimension 0.

2. If a set A contains points for which the boundaries of arbitrarily small

neighborhoods all have dimension n, then A has dimension n+ 1.

Using this notion the dimension can intuitively be regarded as the number

of parameters required to identify a point in a given space or the number of

independent degrees of freedom. However, this idea was challenged later by Peano

who constructed a space-filling curve showing how a continuous transformation

can change the dimension of an object and thus contradict the idea of dimension

as “minimum number of parameters” [105]. The notion of dimension was further

developed by Cantor and Hausdorff and studied by several other authors. Here

we do not aim to give an overview of the dimension theory of geometric objects,

rather we refer to books where a comprehensive overview can be found [46, 96].

The dimension theory of geometric objects is a well-established topic and the

difficulties about the notions of dimension have been in the center of research

interest for more than a century. On the other hand, defining the dimension

of graphs and networks is a more recent field of study. The question naturally

comes up: how the dimension of a network (or graph) can be defined. The

most straightforward answers might be the number of nodes or edges, or other

well-known graph metrics (such as average path length, diameter, clustering co-

efficient), on the other hand, these measures are rarely regarded as dimensions.

Over the last two decades, much research has been published on how to extend

the concept of (fractal) dimensions of geometric objects to graphs and networks.

Without attempting to be comprehensive, here we briefly present a few defini-

tions of dimensions of graphs and networks just to provide some insight into the

various concepts. The dimension notions were developed in two areas: by graph

theorists and by network scientists/physicists. We will include some definitions

from both areas.

First, we start with the canonical definition of Erdős et al. [43].
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Definition 1 (Classical definition of Erdős et al.). The dimension of a graph

dim(G) is the least integer n such that there exists a ”classical representation”

of the graph G in the Euclidean space of dimension n with all the edges having a

unit length.

In a classical representation, the vertices must be distinct points, but the edges

may cross one another. Here we also briefly mention some interesting results

about this notion [67]. The dimension of the complete graph agrees with the

dimension of a simplex with the same number of vertices, i.e. dim(Kn) = n− 1.

The dimension of a general complete bipartite graph Km,n for m,n ≥ 2 is 4. The

dimension of an arbitrary graph G is less than or equal to twice its chromatic

number: dim(G) ≤ 2χ(G). It is NP-hard to check whether the dimension of a

given graph is at most a given value.

Another widely studied related concept of graph dimension is the faithful (or

Euclidean) dimension [45, 90].

Definition 2 (Faithful (or Euclidean) dimension). The faithful (or Euclidean)

dimension dimE(G) is the smallest n such that a representation of the graph G

exists in the Euclidean space of dimension n such that two vertices of the graph

are connected if and only if their representations are at distance 1.

The faithful dimension can be bounded as follows: dim(G) ≤ dimE(G) ≤
2∆(G)+1, where ∆ stands for the maximal degree. Testing the faithful dimension

is also an NP-hard problem.

Another important concept of dimension is the spectral dimension [40].

Definition 3 (Spectral dimension). Given a rooted graph G with finite de-

grees, let pG(t) be the probability that a random walker is at the root after t steps.

The spectral dimension dimS(G) is given by the asymptotic behavior of the return

probability pG(t) ∼ t−dimS(G)/2, formally

dimS(G) := −2 lim
t→∞

log pG(t)

log t

provided that the limit exists.

It is not difficult to see that for for a finite graph G, dimS(G) = 0, while for

an infinite graph G, dimS(G) ≥ 1. The spectral dimension of a graph can be

determined using generating function techniques.

A related essential notion is the Hausdorff dimension [51].
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Definition 4 (Hausdorff dimension). The Hausdorff dimension dimH(G) of

a graph is defined as

dimH(G) := lim
t→∞

log |BR(G, v)|
logR

provided that the limit exists.

It is important to note that the existence and value of the limit do not depend

on the choice of the vertex v. For a finite graph G, dimH(G) = 0, while for an

infinite graph G, dimH(G) ≥ 1. An important result is that the Hausdorff and

spectral dimensions are related to each other, since under appropriate regularity

assumptions we have:

dimH(G) ≥ dimS(G) ≥ 2dimH(G)

1 + dimH(G)
.

Several other interesting dimension notions of graphs have been proposed

throughout the years - such as metric dimension, inductive dimension, intrinsic

dimension – but now we move on to another important concept, namely the box

dimension.

1.3 Fractal scaling in networks and concepts of

box dimension

In this section, we review the concepts of box dimension of networks proposed

by Song et al. in [134] and the transfinite dimension proposed by Rozenfeld et

al. [56, 115], and make the two concepts rigorous by giving mathematically pre-

cise definitions. These yield Definitions 6 and 7 of box dimension and transfinite

fractal dimension, respectively. The technique Song et al. in [134] proposed for

identifying the presence of fractality in networks is analogous to that of regu-

lar fractals. Namely, for ‘conventional’ fractal objects in the Euclidean space

(e.g. the attractors of iterated function systems), a basic tool is the box-covering

method [46]. This method works as follows: one covers the fractal set by smaller

and smaller sizes of boxes and finds the polynomial relationship between the op-

timal number of boxes used versus the side-length of the boxes; as the side-length

goes to zero. A similar method can be applied to networks that we describe now.

Since the Euclidean metric is not relevant for graphs, it is reasonable to use a
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natural metric, namely the shortest path length between two vertices. In the case

of unweighted graphs, this metric is called the graph distance metric.

The method works as follows [132]: For a given network G with N vertices,

we partition the vertices into subgraphs (boxes) with a diameter at most `−1 (it

is illustrated in Figure 1.1). The minimum number of boxes needed to cover the

entire network G is denoted by NB(`). Determining NB(`) for any given ` ≥ 2

belongs to a family of NP-hard problems but in practice, various algorithms are

adopted to obtain an approximate solution [132], for more details see Section 1.4.

In accordance with regular fractals, Song et al. proposed to define the fractal

dimension or box dimension dB of a finite graph by the approximate relationship:

NB(`)/N ≈: `−dB , (1.1)

i.e., the required number of boxes scales as a power of the box size, and the di-

mension is the absolute value of the exponent. In their reasoning, the relationship

in (1.1) should hold for a wide range of values ` with the same exponent dB.

` = 2, NB = 5 ` = 3, NB = 4

` = 4, NB = 3 ` = 5, NB = 2

Figure 1.1: The box-covering algorithm as employed in a network demo of eleven
nodes for different box sizes `. The figure was adapted by the author from [134].

According to this method, the power form of (1.1) (with a finite dB) can be

verified by plotting and fitting in a number of real-world networks such as WWW,

actor collaboration network, and protein interaction networks [133]. For these

networks, a finite box-dimension exists. However, a large class of networks (called

non-fractal networks) is characterized by a sharp decay of NB with increasing `,

i.e., has infinite fractal dimension, for example, the Internet at router level or

most of the social networks [49, 97] falls into this category. To distinguish these
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cases, they introduced the concept of fractality as follows [134]:

The fractality of a finite network (also called fractal scaling or topological

fractality) means that there exists a power relation between the minimum number

of boxes needed to cover the entire network and the size of the boxes.

In other words, as mentioned above, equation (1.1) must hold for a dB for

a wide range of ` for a network to show fractality. Although it is possible to

ascertain the fractal dimension with this description and (1.1) using approxima-

tion methods, here we develop a rigorous mathematical definition shortly below.

The need for a rigorous definition arises naturally: first, the relation (1.1) is ap-

proximate, and second, it is hard to quantify what may one call a wide range

of `.

To motivate our choice of definition, when considering regular fractal objects

(that are sets embedded in Rd for some integer d) the box dimension1 is defined

as the limit of the reciprocal of the ratio of the logarithm of the number of boxes

and the logarithm of the box size, as the box size tends to 0. This definition

would make no sense with respect to networks since the graph distance can not

be less than 1. On the other hand, tending to infinity with the box size might be

a solution if the network itself grows, or is infinite to start with. For this reason,

we should consider graph sequences. Several real-world networks (collaboration

networks, WWW) grow in size as time proceeds, therefore it is reasonable to

consider graphs of growing size, denoted by {Gn}n∈N (where N stands for the

set of natural numbers). For infinite networks such as Zd, one can choose a root

vertex (e.g. the origin) as a point of reference and consider subgraphs of the

underlying infinite network centered around the reference vertex that exhaust

the infinite graph (e.g. Gn := [−n, n]d for Zd).
To be able to define the box dimension of a graph sequence, we define the

above-mentioned boxes of size ` first.

Definition 5 (`-box). Consider two vertices u, v in a graph G. Let Γ(u, v) de-

note the set of all paths connecting u, v within G. The length of a path π is defined

as the number of edges on π and is denoted by |π|. The graph distance between

two vertices u, v in a graph G is defined as dG(u, v) = min{|π| : π ∈ Γ(u, v)}. We

say that a subgraph H of a graph G is an `-box if dH(u, v) ≤ ` − 1 holds for all

u, v ∈ H.

Our first definition is the rigorous form of (1.1):

1Also called Minkowski-dimension.
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Definition 6 (Box dimension). The box dimension dB of a graph sequence

{Gn}n∈N is defined as

dB
(
{Gn}n∈N

)
:= lim

`→∞
lim
n→∞

log
(
Nn
B(`)/|Gn|

)
− log `

, (1.2)

if the limit exists; where Nn
B(`) denotes the minimum number of `-boxes needed

to cover Gn, and |Gn| denotes the number of vertices in Gn.

Note that this definition indeed gives back (1.1), since it means that, for

each ε > 0, there exists `(ε), n(ε, `) such that whenever ` ≥ `(ε), every Gn with

n ≥ n(ε, `) can be convered with |Gn|`−dB±ε many `-boxes. We comment on

the order of the limits in the previous definition. It is natural question to ask

whether the limiting operations can be interchanged. Considering the fact that

the number of boxes needed to cover Gn is Nn
B(`) = 1 if ` > diam(Gn), it is

meaningless to change the order of the limits.

It is not hard to see that this definition of fractality cannot be applied to

networks with an exponential growth rate of neighborhoods. Indeed, in this case,

the optimal number of boxes does not scale as a power of the box size. On

the other hand, the box-covering method yields another natural parameter if we

modify the required functional relationship between the minimal number of boxes

and the box size as in the transfinite fractal cluster dimension by Rozenfeld et al.

[56, 115]). Namely, we might consider finding τ that satisfies

NB(`)/N ≈: e−τ ·` (1.3)

for a wide range of `. Again, we make this concept rigorous and quantifyable by

defining the transfinite fractal dimension of graph sequences similarly:

Definition 7 (Transfinite fractal dimension). The transfinite fractal dimen-

sion τ of a graph sequence {Gn}n∈N is defined by

τ
(
{Gn}n∈N

)
:= lim

`→∞
lim
n→∞

log
(
Nn
B(`)/|Gn|

)
−`

, (1.4)

if the limit exists; where Nn
B(`) denotes the minimum number of `-boxes needed

to cover Gn, and |Gn| denotes the number of vertices in Gn.

Remark. We call τ the transfinite fractal dimension or ‘growth-constant’ since

it captures how spread-out neighborhoods of vertices are, on an exponential scale.
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We shall see in Section 1.7.1 that for some models with exponentially growing

neighborhood sizes the limit in (1.4) does not exist but the limit of the Cesaro

means does. This yields the transfinite Cesaro fractal box dimension. We modify

Def. 7 by considering the Cesaro-sum instead of the pure limit in n:

Definition 8 (Transfinite Cesaro fractal dimension). The transfinite Cesaro

fractal dimension τ ∗ of a graph sequence {Gn}n∈N is defined by

τ ∗
(
{Gn}n∈N

)
:= lim

`→∞
lim
n→∞

1

n

n∑
i=1

log
(
N i+`
B (`)/|Gi+`|

)
−`

, (1.5)

if the limit exists; where Nn
B(`) denotes the minimum number of `-boxes needed

to cover Gn, and |Gn| denotes the number of vertices in Gn.

The definition of box dimension for graph sequences with exponentially growing

neighborhood sizes was first introduced in my Bachelor thesis [M31], that is an

unpublished work. Dai et al. [32] studied the transfinite fractal dimension of

the weighted version of the model in [70] and a similar weighted fractal network

[33]. The latter one was retracted by Scientific Reports, ”because significant

portions of the text and equations were taken from [my] BSc thesis without attri-

bution” [34]. In what follows we investigate graph sequences with exponentially

growing neighborhood sizes, and determine their transfinite fractal as well as

transfinite Cesaro fractal dimension. These examples shall demonstrate that our

definition is a natural one.

1.4 Comparing box-covering algorithms for frac-

tal dimension of networks

In this section, we make a short outlook on the various approximation box-

covering algorithms that were proposed throughout the years.

The box-covering problem: Given a graph G and a natural number ` ∈
N, 2 ≤ ` ≤ Diam(G). The box-covering of G with `-boxes is a partition of the

vertices of G into `-boxes. It can be stated either as an optimization problem or

as a decision problem. In the decision problem version, the input is a pair (G, `)

and an integer m; the question is whether there is a box-covering of G with m or

less `-boxes. In the box-covering optimization problem, the input is a pair (G, `),

and the task is to find a box-covering that uses the fewest boxes.
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Theorem 1 ([132]). The decision version of box-covering is NP-complete, and

the optimization version of box-cover is NP-hard.

We present a proof of the above theorem in [M30] by showing that the box-

covering problem can be mapped onto the classical clique cover problem.

Accordingly, no efficient algorithm exists that computes the optimal solution

of box-covering for large networks, however various approximation algorithms

have been proposed. Presenting a detailed review with the descriptions of the

algorithms goes beyond the scope of this thesis, based on [M33] here we just list

the most important box-covering algorithms (see Table 1.1) and compare them

with respect to running time and approximation ability both using a real-world

network (the Tokyo metro network) and a mathematical network model (the

(u, v)-flower). The results can be seen in Figure 1.2 and in Table 1.2. We note that

evaluating the methods on only two networks is very limited and we cannot draw

far-reaching conclusions based on this analysis. On the other hand, my student

present a more in-depth analysis on the problem in his student research paper

(TDK) [71], moreover, we present a much more thorough evaluation framework

based on 10 real-world networks in [M29].

The approximation ability of the algorithms is validated on a famous recursive

fractal network with a ground-truth box-dimension, namely the (u, v)-flower [116].

The algorithm to construct the (u, v)-flowers works in a recursive edge-replacing

manner: In generation n = 1 we start with a cycle graph consisting of u+ v = w

nodes. Then, generation n + 1 is defined recursively by replacing each edge by

two parallel paths of length u and v (without loss of generality u ≤ v).

Theorem 2 ([116, M30]). The box dimension of the (u, v)-flower (for u > 1)

is given by

dB =
ln(u+ v)

lnu
.

Theorem 2 was stated in [116] supported by a heuristic argument, the assertion

was investigated with more rigor in [M30].

We can observe that the random sequential algorithm has the lowest run-

ning time and the merge algorithm results in the closest approximation of the

ground-truth box-dimension of the (2, 2)-flower. An important observation that

can be made by comparing Figure 1.2 and Table 1.2 is that a method that does

not address the genuine minimum box-covering can still identify correctly the

box dimension. We also note that here we tested the approximation ability on a
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Table 1.1: Approximation box-covering algorithms.

Type Name Reference
Classical
box-covering
algorithms

RS (random sequential) [68]
Greedy coloring [132]
MA (merge algorithm) [87]

Burning
algorithms

CBB (compact-box-burning) algorithm [132]
MEMB (maximum-excluded-mass burning) [132]
MCWR (combines MEMB and RS) [84]
MVB (minimal value burning) [121]

Metaheuristic
optimization
algorithms

SA (simulated annealing) [87]
Edge-covering with simulated annealing [167]
DEBC (differential evolution box-covering) [74]
PSOBC and MOPSOBC
(single- and multi-objective discrete
particle swarm optimization box-covering)

[75, 157]

Max-Min ant-colony algorithm [81]

Other
algorithms

OBCA (overlapping box-covering algorithm) [138]
Fuzzy box-covering [162]
Sketch-based box-covering [2]
Sampling based box-covering [151]

Figure 1.2: The results of various box-covering algorithms. On the left: using the
6th generation (2-2)-flower (with 2732 vertices and 4096 edges). On the right:
the Tokyo metro network (with 248 vertices and 319 edges)
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Table 1.2: Comparison of approximation box-covering algorithms with respect to
running time and approximation ability. The numbers in the brackets indicate
the ranks of the measures.

Algorithm
(2, 2)-flower Tokyo metro network

Avg. running time d̂B Avg. running time d̂B
RS 0.55 (1) 1.82 (5) 0.01 (1) 1.76
Greedy 284.40 (6) 1.78 (6) 0.58 (5) 1.46
MA 1.58 (2) 1.91 (1) 0.02 (2) 1.56
CBB 43.03 (3) 1.81 (7) 0.11 (3) 1.47
MEMB 632.75 (7) 1.51 (9) 1.17 (7) 1.68
DEBC 7,169 (9) 1.89 (2) 27.06 (9) 1.48
PSOBC 5,065 (8) 1.83 (4) 10.56 (8) 1.49
OBCA 163.50 (5) 1.65 (8) 0.70 (6) 1.51
Fuzzy 53.36 (4) 1.84 (3) 0.22 (4) 2.02

deterministic fractal network. On the other hand, as the authors of [68] also re-

mark that there are box-covering methods designed specifically for networks with

connectivity structure that is not known a priori, so the results of our comparison

should be interpreted with caution.

1.5 Optimal boxing of a hierarchical scale-free

network model based on fractals

1.5.1 Description of the model

This model was introduced by Komjáthy and Simon [70]. In this section, we follow

the notation of [70]. We start with an arbitrary initial bipartite graph G, the base

graph, on N vertices and we define a hierarchical sequence of deterministic graphs

{HMn}n∈N in a recursive manner. Let V (HMn), the set of vertices of HMn be

{0, 1, . . . , N − 1}n. The construction of HMn from HMn−1 works by taking N

identical copies of HMn−1, corresponding to the N vertices of the base graph G.

Next, we construct the edges between the copies described in Def. 9 below. Along

these lines, HMn contains Nn−1 copies of HM1, connected in a hierarchical way.

Let G, our base graph, be any labeled bipartite graph on the vertex set Σ =

Σ1 = {0, . . . , N − 1} with bipartition Σ = V1∪V2, such that one of the end points

of any edge in G is in V1, while the other one is in V2. We write ni := |Vi|, i = 1, 2

and E(G) for the edge set of G. We denote edges as
(
x
y

)
. The vertex set of HMn

is then given by Σn = {(x1x2 . . . xn) : xi ∈ Σ}, all words of length n above the
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Figure 1.3: The first three elements of the “cherry” model: HM1, HM2 and HM3.
The figure was adapted by the authors from [70].

alphabet Σ. In order to define the edge set of HMn, we need to introduce some

further definitions [70].

Definition 9.

1. We assign a type to each element of Σ. Namely, typ(x) :=

{
1, if x ∈ V1;
2, if x ∈ V2.

2. For i = 1, 2, we say that the type of a word z = (z1z2 . . . zn) ∈ Σn equals

i and write typ(z) = i, if typ(zj) = i, for all j = 1, . . . , n. Otherwise

typ(z) := 0.

3. For x = (x1 . . . xn), y = (y1 . . . yn) ∈ Σn we denote the common prefix by

x ∧ y := (z1 . . . zk) s.t. xi = yi = zi,∀i = 1, . . . , k and xk+1 6= yk+1,

4. and the postfixes x̃, ỹ ∈ Σn−|x∧y| are determined by

x =: (x ∧ y)x̃, y =: (x ∧ y)ỹ,

where the concatenation of the words a, b is denoted by ab.

Next, we define the edge set E(HMn). Two vertices x and y in HMn are connected

by an edge if and only if the following criteria hold:
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(a) One of the postfixes x̃, ỹ is of type 1, the other is of type 2,

(b) for each i > |x ∧ y|, the coordinate pair
(
xi
yi

)
forms an edge in G.

Remark (Hierarchical structure of HMn). For every initial digit x ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N−
1}, consider the set Wx of vertices (x1 . . . xn) of HMn with x1 = x. Then the in-

duced subgraph on Wx is identical to HMn−1.

The following two examples satisfy the requirements of our general model.

Example 1 (Cherry). The “cherry” model was introduced in [17], and is pre-

sented in Figure 1.3: Let V1 = {1} and V2 = {0, 2}, E(G) =
{

(1, 0), (1, 2)
}

.

Example 2 (Fan). Our second example is called “fan”, and is defined in Figure

1.4. Note that here |V1| > 1.

0 1 3 5

2 4

20 21 23 25

22 24

40 41 43 45

42 44

00 01 03 05

02 04

50 51 53 55

52 54

10 11 13 15

12 14

30 31 33 35

32 34

Figure 1.4: The first two elements of the “fan”. Here V1 = {2, 4} and
V2={0,1,3,5}. (They contain additionally all loops.) The figure was adapted
by the authors from [70].

1.5.2 The optimal box-covering

In this section, we determine the optimal box-covering of the hierarchical graph

sequence model introduced before. We find that the optimal number of boxes

does not scale as a power of the box size, meaning that this graph sequence has

no finite box dimension, on the other hand, the transfinite fractal dimension exists

and is a meaningful parameter.

Theorem 3. The hierarchical graph sequence {HMn}n∈N is not fractal, but trans-

fractal. That is, its fractal dimension (as in Def. 6) does not exists, while its

transfinite fractal dimension (as in Def. 7) exists and equals

τ
(
{HMn}n∈N

)
= (logN)/2, (1.6)
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Figure 1.5: The third iteration of an instance of the hierarchical graph sequence
model, called ”cherry” model: HM3. The boxing of the graph is also highlighted:
the green boxes illustrate an optimal 3-boxing and the dashed boxes show an
optimal 7-boxing of the graph, i.e. NB(3) = 9 and NB(7) = 3. The transfinite
dimension of the model is τ((HMn)n∈N) = (logK)/2, here the base graph is on
K = 3 vertices.

where N denotes the number of vertices in the base graph G of {HMn}n∈N.

In the rest of this section, we investigate the optimal boxing of the model for

certain box sizes, namely those that can be expressed as diam(HMk) + 1. We

thus define

`k := diam(HMk) + 1. (1.7)

Using this notation, we prove Theorem 3. The analysis of the box-covering con-

sists of two main parts: giving upper and lower bound on Nn
B(`k).

1.5.2.1 Upper bound on the optimal number of boxes.

The following lemma is a useful tool to examine the box dimension of the graph

sequence. Here we use the notation of Section 1.5.

Lemma 4. The diameter of the hierarchical graph sequence model HMn (defined

in Section 1.5.1) is diam(HMn) = 2(n− 1) + diam(G).

Proof of Lemma 4. The proof is a rewrite of [70] that we include for complete-

ness. Its heuristics is as follows: between any two vertices with names x =

(x1 . . . xn), y = (y1 . . . yn) one can construct a path by gradually changing the

coordinates of the names starting from the end of the name. In total, one needs

to change all the coordinates of x and y at most once (using 2(n − 1) edges) in

order to reach the same copy of the base graph G. In this copy, one needs to take

at most diam(G) steps to connect the two paths.
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For two arbitrary vertices x, y ∈ Σn we denote the length of their common

prefix by k = k(x, y) := |x∧ y|. Furthermore, let us decompose the postfixes x̃, ỹ

into longest possible blocks of digits of the same type:

x̃ =: b1b2 . . . br, ỹ = c1c2 . . . cq, (1.8)

with

{1, 2} 3 typ(bi) 6= typ(bi+1) ∈ {1, 2}, and {1, 2} 3 typ(cj) 6= typ(cj+1) ∈ {1, 2}.

We denote the number of blocks in x̃, ỹ by r and q, respectively. From the

definition of the edge set of E(HMn), it follows that for any path P (x, y) = (x =

q0, . . . , q` = y), the consecutive vertices on the path only differ in their postfixes,

and these have different types. That is, each consecutive pair of vertices can be

written in the form

∀i, qi = wizi, qi+1 = wiz̃i, with typ(zi) 6= typ(z̃i) ∈ {1, 2}.

Now we fix an arbitrary self-map p of Σ such that

(x, p(x)) ∈ E(G) ∀x ∈ G.

Most commonly, p(p(x)) 6= x. Note that x and p(x) have different types since G

is bipartite. For a word z = (z1 . . . zm) with typ(z) ∈ {1, 2} we define p(z) :=

(p(z1) . . . p(zm)). Then, Def. 9 implies that

(tz, tp(z)) is an edge in G`+m, ∀t = (t1 . . . t`). (1.9)

Using (1.9), we construct a path P (x, y) between two arbitrary vertices x and y

that has length at most r+ q+ diam(G)− 2. Starting from x the first half of the

path P (x, y) is as follows:

x̂0 = x = (x ∧ y)b1 . . . br−1br

x̂1 = (x ∧ y)b1 . . . br−1p(br)

. . .

x̂r−1 = (x ∧ y)b1p(b2 . . . p(br−1p(br))),
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Starting from y the first half of the path P (x, y) is as follows:

ŷ0 = y = (x ∧ y)c1c2 . . . cr

ŷ1 = (x ∧ y)c1 . . . cr−1p(cr)

. . .

ŷq−1 = (x ∧ y)c1p(c2 . . . p(cr−1p(cq))).

It follows from (1.9) that Px := (x̂0, x̂1, . . . , x̂r−1) and Py := (ŷq−1, · · · ŷ1, ŷ0) are

two paths in HMn. To construct P (x, y), it remains to connect x̂r−1 and ŷq−1.

Using (1.9) this can be done with a path Pc of length at most diam(G). Indeed,

since the postfixes c1p(c2 . . . p(cr−1p(cq))) and b1p(b2 . . . p(br−1p(br))) both have a

type, one can connect them in at most as many edges as the diameter of the base

graph2.

Clearly,

Length(P (x, y)) ≤ r + q + diam(G)− 2 ≤ 2(n− 1) + diam(G).

For the lower bound on the diameter of HMn, we show that we can find two

vertices in HMn of distance 2(n−1)+diam(G). Pick two vertices with |x∧y| = 0,

so x1 6= y1 so that the distance between x1 and y1 in G is exactly diam(G), and

set each blocks bi and ci of length 1. Note that in each step on any path between

two vertices, the number of blocks in (1.8) changes by at most one. Further,

since x1 6= y1 to connect x to y, we have to reach two vertices that have a type.

Starting from x, to reach the first vertex a = (x1 . . . ) of this property, we need

at least n − 1 steps on any path P̃ . Similarly, starting from y, we need at least

n − 1 steps to reach the first vertex b = (y1 . . . ) where all the digits are of the

same type. Since the distance of x1 and y1 in G is diam(G), and we can change

the first digit of a vertex on a path only to a neighbor digit in G in one step on

any path, we need at least diam(G) edges to connect a to b.

Recall `k from (1.7). The following lemma gives an upper bound on Nn
B(`k),

the number of boxes needed to cover HMn with boxes of diameter at most `k.

2One can do this coordinate-wise by using the edge-connection rule described in (b) after
Def. 9: Suppose z = z1z2 . . . zk and v = v1v2 . . . vk are two vertices that both have a type. Then
for each coordinate pair zi, vi we choose the shortest path on the base graph G that connects
them, that we denote by Pi with length mi < diam(G). Then dist(z, v) = maxi mi, and the
path can be realized so that each coordinate follows the path Pi independently. The shorter
paths simply stay put at their final vertex (zi) once they are finished.
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Lemma 5 (Upper bound on the number of boxes). For all k ≥ n, Nn
B(`k) =

1, while for all n > k,

Nn
B(`k) ≤ Nn−k (1.10)

Proof. Recall that by construction, HMn consists of Nn−k copies of HMk. Indeed,

each vertex in HMn has a code of length n, where each letter in the code is in

{0, . . . , N − 1}. Let us define the `k-boxes as follows: every vertex, starting with

the same word of length n − k, constitutes to one box. This box is a copy of

HMk by the definition of the model. There are Nn−k possible ways to start an

n-length code, hence the number of boxes is Nn−k. The diameter of each box is

then diam(HMk) = `k − 1 per definition, hence, these are proper `k-boxes.

We continue giving lower bounds. Note that lower bounds are not that easy,

since the ‘long’ edges connecting different copies of HMk within HMn might allow

for a better boxing than using the directly observable hierarchical structure, see

Figures 1.4 and 1.5. First we investigate the case k = 1, i.e., ` = `1 = diam(G).

Lemma 6 (Lower bound on Nn
B(`1)). For all n ≥ n1 + 1,

Nn
B(`1) ≥ Nn−n1 , (1.11)

where nq := |Vq|, q ∈ {1, 2} and we assume that n1 ≤ n2 without loss of generality.

Proof. We start observing that diam(G) ≤ 2n1 since we assumed that G is bipar-

tite and connected. It is enough to show that we can find Nn−n1 witness vertices

in HMn for all n ≥ n1 + 1, such that the pairwise distances between these wit-

nesses are greater than 2n1 (hence greater than diam(G)) so they all must be in

distinct `1-boxes3.

First we investigate the case when n = n1+1. In this case we need Nn−n1 = N

witnesses. For each base letter {0, 1, . . . , N − 1} := [N ] we construct one witness

vertex. Recall from Def. 9 that the type of a letter x ∈ [N ] is i ∈ {1, 2} if the

vertex x ∈ G is in partition Vi, i ∈ {1, 2}. We say that a vertex z = zx is a witness

for x ∈ [N ] if its code starts with x and the consecutive letters keep alternating

the type, i.e., in case x was type 1 than the next letter is type 2, then again type

1 and so on. Formally, let us find a zx = (z1, . . . , zn) a witness for x that has

3By the definition of diameter, in any given copy of HM1 there are two vertices that are
at distance diam(G) from each other, but it is unclear that once having many copies of HM1,
how far are vertices in different copies of HM1 from each other, allowing for a possibly better
boxing.
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z1 = x and typ(zj) 6= typ(zj +1) for all j ≤ n. Let us pick an arbitrary zx witness

for every x ∈ [N ].

We explain that this collection of vertices is a good witness set, i.e., the

distance between any two of them is at least `1 + 1. To see this, consider zx and

zy for x 6= y and note that the codes have no prefix in common (|zx ∧ zy| = 0)

and alternating types later on. By point (a) after Def. 9, an edge is between two

codes if they start with some common prefix and their postfixes have a type that

is different for the two ends of the edge. Since the types of the letters in zx, zy are

alternating, any path that tries to connect them needs to change the postfixes

2n1 times, once for each length, starting from zx and once for each length starting

from the code zy. This means in total at least 2n1 in-between vertices, that is,

i.e., 2n1 + 1 edges4. Hence, the distance between zx, zy is at least 2n1 + 1. Using

that diam(G) ≤ 2n1 these witnesses must be in distinct `1-boxes, so we need at

least N `1-boxes to cover HMn1+1. This proves the lemma for n = n1 + 1.

Next, we extend this procedure for arbitrary n ≥ n1 + 1. Let n = n1 + 1 + j

for some j > 0. Recall the hierarchical structure, i.e., the fact that HMn1+1+j

consists of N j copies of HMn1+1. Note also that Σj = [N ]j, all possible words

of length j. In HMn1+1+j the corresponding witnesses can be chosen as follows:

For every v ∈ Σj, we define N witnesses that are the concatenation of v with the

witnesses above, i.e., vzx ∈ Σn1+1+j for all x ∈ Σ. In words, this means that we

find our original N witnesses (zx)x∈[N ] in every copy of HMn1+1 that is embedded

within HMn1+1+j. This way we created N ·N j = Nn−n1 witnesses. Thus, once we

confirm that their pairwise distance is at least `1 = diam(G), the proof is finished

by noting that all of them must be in separate boxes and hence Nn
B(`1) ≥ Nn−n1 .

To investigate the pairwise distance between the witnesses, we distinguish

two cases: either two witnesses are in the same copy of HMn1+1, or not. In the

first case, the code of the two witnesses is of the form vzx and vzy for some

v ∈ Σj, x, y ∈ Σ. We have shown in the previous paragraph that the distance

between zx and zy is at least `1 for all x 6= y, i.e., the witnesses within the same

copy of HMn1+1 must be in separate `1-boxes. The pairwise distance between any

witnesses vzx and v′zx′ for v 6= v′ is also at least diam(G), by the same argument

as the proof of Lemma 6: any path trying to connect them needs to change the

types of the postfixes at least 2n1 times, yielding at least 2n1 in-between vertices

4More formally, one can apply the construction of the shortest path between any two vertices,
explained in the Appendix in the Proof of Lemma 4, here, q = r = i = n1 + 1 in the notation
of the proof of Lemma 4, thus we need at least r − 1 + q − 1 + 1 = 2n1 + 1 steps on any path
between zx and zy.
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and 2n1 + 1 edges.

The next lemma extends Lemma 6 for `k.

Lemma 7 (Lower bound on Nn
B(`k)). Using the notation of the previous lemma,

the following inequality holds if n− k ≥ n1 :

Nn
B(`k) ≥ Nn−k+1−n1 = Nn−k · C, (1.12)

where C = N1−n1 is a fixed constant determined by the base graph G.

Proof. We start by switching variables. Let i := n − k + 1. Apply Lemma 6

with this i, to see that N i
B(`1) ≥ N i−n1 for all i ≥ n1 + 1. There, we created

N i−n1 vertices in HMi with pairwise distance greater than diam(G). It is enough

to show that we can find the same number of witnesses (i.e., N i−n1 many) in

HMk+i−1 = HMn for all k ≥ 1, such that the pairwise distances between them is

at least (by Lemma 4)

`k = diam(HMk) + 1 = 2(k − 1) + diam(G) + 1, (1.13)

this implies (1.12). Recall also that diam(G) ≤ 2n1. Hence it is enough to show

that the pairwise distance is at least 2(k − 1) + 2n1 + 1.

Now we create the N i−n1 many witnesses. For every witness vzx in HMi that

we created in the proof of Lemma 6, we define a witness in HMn: Continue

the code of a witness vzx in a way that the type is changed at every character

(otherwise arbitrarily), obtaining the word vzxwx. One needs n letters in total so

that the concatenated word wx is of length k − 1 with alternating types. Recall

also that zx has length n1 + 1. As a result, any witness vertex has k− 1 + n1 + 1

many characters of alternating types at the end of its code.

It is left to show that the pairwise distance between any two vertices is at least

2(k − 1) + 2n1 + 1 ≥ `k. There are two cases: namely, either the common prefix

is of length i or not. In the first case, the distance between vzxwx and vzywy is

at least 2(k− 1 + n1) + 1 ≥ `k. This can be seen by the same argument as in the

proof of Lemma 6. Namely, any path that tries to connect two of these witnesses

must change the type of the postfix at least k − 1 + n1 times on both sides of

the path, and one needs an extra edge in the middle (since x 6= y), obtaining the

required distance.

When the common prefix is shorter, then v 6= v′, and the witnesses are of

the form vzxwx and v′zywy with possibly x = y. In this case point (a) after
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Def. 9 applies and even if x = y, one needs to change the letters in the postfix

one-by-one to obtain a postfix of length n1 + 1 + k − 1 that has a type starting

from both codes. This is at least 2(n1 + 1 + k− 1) changes again, and there is at

least 1 extra edge necessary since the common prefix is shorter than i characters.

As a result, the distance is again at least `k.

Now we can prove the existence of the transfinite fractal dimension of the

hierarchical graph sequence model and determine the value of τ .

Proof of Theorem 3. The first statement follows since NB(`)/N in this case is

not polynomial but exponential in ` by Lemma 7. For the transfinite fractal

dimension, we note that it is enough to determine a subsequential limit in ` along

the sequence `k = diam(HMk)+1 since Nn
B(`) is monotone decreasing in `. Hence

we have

τ
(
{HMn}n∈N

)
= lim

`→∞
lim
n→∞

log
(
Nn
B(`)/|HMn|

)
−`

= lim
k→∞

lim
n→∞

log
(
Nn
B(`k)/|HMn|

)
−`k

.

Recall that |HMn| = Nn and from Lemma 4 we have `k = diam(G)− 1 + 2k from

(1.13). Using Lemma 7 we give an upper bound on τ :

τ
(
{HMn}n∈N

)
≤ lim

k→∞
lim
n→∞

log (Nn)− log
(
Nn−k+1−n1

)
diam(G)− 1 + 2k

= lim
k→∞

(k − 1 + n1) logN

diam(G)− 1 + 2k
=

logN

2
. (1.14)

Similarly, Lemma 5 yields a lower bound on the value of τ :

τ
(
{HMn}n∈N

)
≥ (logN)/2. (1.15)

Combining (1.14) and (1.15) we can conclude that τ
(
{HMn}n∈N

)
= (logN)/2.

1.6 Song-Havlin-Makse model

In this section, we analyze the model proposed by Song, Havlin, and Makse in

[133] to generate graphs with and without fractal scaling of Eq. (1.1). The moti-

vation of the model is that the main feature that seems to distinguish the fractal

networks is an effective “repulsion” (disassortativity) between nodes with high

degree (hubs), this idea was first suggested by Yook et al. based on empirical
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evidence [160] and developed by Song et al. with analytical and modeling confir-

mations [133]. To put in other words, the most connected vertices tend to not be

directly linked with each other but they prefer to link with less-connected nodes.

In contrast, in the case of non-fractal networks, hubs are primarily connected

to hubs. The model {SHMp
n}n∈N defined below can capture the main features

(e.g. scale-free [M30]) of real-world networks and the presence of fractal scaling

is governed by a parameter of the model.

• Initial condition: We start at n = 0 with an arbitrary connected simple

graph of a few vertices (e.g. a star shape of five nodes as in Figure 1.6).

• Growth: At each time step n+ 1 we link m ·degn(v) new vertices to every

v vertex that is already present in the network, where m > 1 is an input

parameter and degn(v) is the degree of vertex v at time n.

• Rewiring edges: At each time step n + 1 we rewire the already existing

edges as a stochastic combination of Mode I (with probability p) and Mode

II (with probability 1− p)

– Mode I: we keep the old edge generated before time n+ 1.

– Mode II: we substitute the edge (u, v) generated in one of the previous

time steps by a link between newly added nodes, i.e., by an edge (u′, v′),

where u′ and v′ are newly added neighbors of u and v respectively, as

shown in Figure 1.6.

The model evolves by linking new nodes to already existing ones as follows:

those nodes that appeared in the earlier stages form the hubs in the network.

Consequently, Mode I leaves the direct edges between the hubs leading to hub-

hub attraction, i.e. there are edges between vertices with high degrees. On the

contrary, Mode II leads to hub-hub repulsion or anticorrelation. It is interesting

to investigate how the connection mode affects the fractality of the model, what

happens if only one of the modes is used (p = 0 or p = 1) or the combination of

the two modes (i.e. p ∈ (0, 1)).

Here we note that using only Mode I (p = 1) results in a tree (assuming

that the initial graph contained no cycles) but this tree is not a rooted locally

finite tree in contrast with the trees considered in Section 1.7. The model with

parameter p = 0 (i.e. using only Mode II) has a finite box dimension with

dB = log(2m + 1)/ log 3 [133]. On the other hand, with parameter p = 1 the
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(a)

(b) Mode I (c) Mode I I

(d) Combinat ion of the modes

Figure 1.6: Different modes of growth with m = 2. In (a) the initial stage is
illustrated, (b), (c) and (d) demonstrates Mode I, Mode II and the combination
of the two modes respectively. The figure was adapted by the authors from [133].

box dimension is not finite but the transfinite fractal dimension is still a valid

parameter, that is the content of the next result:

Theorem 8. The graph sequence
{

SHM1
n

}
n∈N is not fractal, but transfractal.

That is, its fractal dimension (as in Def. 6) does not exists, while its transfinite

fractal dimension (as in Def. 7) exists and equals

τ
({

SHM1
n

}
n∈N

)
= log(2m+ 1). (1.16)

Further, the diameter of the network generation model with parameter p = 1 is

diam(SHM1
n) = Θ(n). (1.17)

The first half of the assertion above was claimed in [133] with heuristic ex-

planation, here we give a more analytical argument and prove that the model is

transfractal.
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Proof of Theorem 8. Let V (n) and E(n) denote the number of nodes and edges in

the network at time n, respectively. Observe that V (n) is deterministic, namely,

it satisfies the recursion V (n) = V (n− 1) + 2mE(n− 1). Assuming that E(0) =

V (0) = c for a fixed constant c then

V (n) = (2m+ 1)n · c. (1.18)

Combining (1.18) with (1.17) yields that {SHMp
n}n∈N with parameter p = 1

(i.e. using only Mode I) leads to a small-world network, i.e., the diameter of the

graph grows proportionally to the logarithm of the number of vertices.

Now, we show (1.17). If we use only Mode I (p = 1), the diameter increases

by 2 in every step, thus diam(SHM1
n+1) = diam(SHM1

n) + 2, i.e. diam(SHM1
k) =

diam(SHM0) + 2k.

In order to handle fractality, we should examine the boxing of the network.

Note that Mode I yields to a tree-like structure: assuming that the initial graph

was a tree, the network is a tree itself. Clearly only one `k-box is enough to cover

SHM1
n if n < k + 1. Following from the hierarchical structure of the model, we

cover SHM1
n with V (n−k−1) `k-boxes, with `k := diam(SHM1

k)+1 if n−k−1 ≥ 0.

Namely, an appropriate boxing of SHM1
n with `k-boxes if we choose the centers

of the boxes as the vertices generated (k + 1) steps ago. Let Nn
B(`k) denote the

minimum number of `k-boxes needed to cover SHM1
n, so we have

Nn
B(`k) ≤

V (n− k − 1) if n ≥ k + 1

1 if n < k + 1.
(1.19)

Next, we turn to a lower bound. In case of covering SHM1
n with `k-boxes,

with `k = diam(SHM1
k) + 1, we find V

(
n− k −

⌈
diam(SHM0)/2

⌉)
witness ver-

tices such that the pairwise distances between the vertices are greater than

diam(SHM1
k). Namely, at time n, consider the vertices generated at time n −

k −
⌈
diam(SHM0)/2

⌉
ago, and call these seeds. For each seed vertex, choose

a descendant of this vertex that was generated at step n with distance of k +⌈
diam(SHM0)/2

⌉
from the seed. From the tree structure, any path that connects

two of these witnesses must go to the seed of the witness vertex first. Hence,

the path connecting two witnesses is at least 2(k +
⌈
diam(SHM0)/2

⌉
) + 1 long,

that is at least `k, since 2(k +
⌈
diam(SHM0)/2

⌉
) + 1 ≥ 2k + diam(SHM0) + 1 =
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diam(SHM1
k) + 1 = `k. Hence, we have

Nn
B(`k) ≥

V
(
n− k −

⌈
diam(SHM0)/2

⌉)
if n ≥ k +

⌈
diam(SHM0)/2

⌉
1 if n < k +

⌈
diam(SHM0)/2

⌉
.

(1.20)

Therefore, combining (1.19) and (1.20) we can conclude thatN t
B(`k) = Θ

(
V (n− k)

)
,

this together with the exponential growth of V (n) and the linear grow of diam(SHM1
n) =

diam(SHM0) + 2n = Θ(n) yields that no finite dB exists in the sense of Def. 6,

thus Mode I leads to a small-world non-fractal topology.

On the other hand, we can consider the transfinite fractal dimension τ along

the subsequence of box sizes `k = diam(SHM1
k)+1 = diam(SHM0)+2k+1 due to

the monotonicity of Nn
B(`) in `. It is clear from (1.19) and from (1.20) combined

with the fact that V (n) = Θ
(
(2m+ 1)n

)
that

τ
({

SHM1
n

}
n∈N

)
= lim

k→∞
lim
n→∞

log
(
(2m+ 1)n−k−1/(2m+ 1)n

)
−`k

= log(2m+ 1).

We can conclude that the transfinite fractal dimension of the graph sequence

{SHM1
n} is log(2m+ 1).

Remark. Unfortunately, our current techniques are not able to handle the case

when Mode II is also present. Heuristically, Mode II destroys this exponential

growth so much that the growth rate becomes polynomial. As further research, it

would be interesting to study rigorously the interpolation between these two very

different growth rates by studying where the phase transition takes place between

the two regimes. We pose the following open question: Is there such a pc ∈ [0, 1]

such that τ
(
{SHMp

n}n∈N
)

exists and nonzero for all p ≥ pc while the usual box

dimension exists for all p < pc? It was claimed in [133] with heuristic explanation

that pc = 1.

1.7 Boxing of trees and connection to the growth

rate

In this section, we calculate the transfinite fractal dimension τ for some rooted

evolving trees and compare it to the value of growth rate defined by Lyons and
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Peres [89]. We find that the transfinite fractal dimension of infinite trees is

strongly related to the growth rate. While the growth rate is defined only on trees,

our concept of transfinite fractal dimension is defined on any graph sequences.

Next, we define the growth rate, and to be able to do so, we need some notation.

Let us denote an infinite tree by T∞, and its root by %. We assume that the

degree of each vertex is finite. Let Ln denote the set of vertices at distance n

from the root, and its size by Ln.

Definition 10 (Growth rate of trees, [89]). The growth rate of an infinite

tree T∞ is defined as

gr (T∞) = lim
n→∞

L1/n
n , (1.21)

whenever this limit exists.

Note that an infinite tree needs infinitely many boxes of any size. To be able

to define a proper transfinite dimension, we need to ‘chop off’ the tree to make

it finite. We also provide some definitions of basic expression related to trees.

Definition 11 (Basic definitions). Consider a rooted and infinite tree T∞. We

obtain a sequence {Tn}n∈N from T∞ by truncating at height n:

Tn := ∪i≤nLi (1.22)

We define the (transfinite) fractal dimension of an infinite tree as the (transfinite)

fractal dimension of the graph sequence (Tn)n≥1.

The generation of a vertex is its graph distance from the root. The subtree

of a vertex v, denoted by T (v), is defined as the vertices w that have the property

that the shortest path to the root passes through v. The descendants of v are the

vertices in T (v). We write T
(v)
k = {w ∈ T (v) : d(v, w) ≤ k}. The vertices in

T
(v)
1 \ {v} are called the children of v.

Observe that the diameter of T
(v)
k is at most 2k, hence, T

(v)
k is a 2k + 1-box.

We shall use the notation introduced in the definition above throughout the

rest of the chapter. In the rest of this section, we investigate the optimal boxing

of various trees for certain box sizes – along the subsequence `k := 2k + 1, and

we write Nn
B(`k) for the minimal number of `k-boxes that we need to cover Tn.

We compare the transfinite fractal dimension and the growth rate of some trees.

Let us start with some examples; later we will generalize them to spherically

symmetric trees.
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Example 3 (Complete d-ary tree). A complete d-ary tree T d∞ is a rooted tree

where each vertex has exactly d (d ≥ 2) children.

Example 4 (“2-3”-tree). A “2-3”-tree T 2,3
∞ is a rooted tree such that vertices

at even distances from the root have 2 children while all other vertices have 3

children [89].

An important tool for the boxing of trees is the greedy boxing method.

Definition 12 (Greedy boxing starting from the leaves). Let n+1 := a(k+

1) + b for some a, b ∈ N, b < k + 1. We define the greedy boxing of a rooted tree

Tn with 2k + 1-boxes as follows:

Greedy(n, k) :=

 a⋃
i=1

⋃
v∈Ln+1−i(k+1)

T
(v)
k

 ∪ T (%)
b−1. (1.23)

That is, every vertex v at generation n + 1 − i(k + 1), for i = 1, . . . , a and its

subtree T
(v)
k forms one box, and the box of the root might be somewhat smaller.

When b = 0 the box of % is included in the first union hence the last box (T
(%)
b−1) is

not there in the expression.

Figure 1.7: The boxing of rooted trees. The dashed boxes illustrates the greedy
boxing and the orange boxes show an optimal boxing with box size ` = 3. Using
the notation of Def. 12, here n = 4, k = 1, a = 2, b = 1.

Lemma 9. Consider a rooted tree Tn, where each vertex not in generation n has

at least one child. Nn
B(`k), the minimal number of (2k + 1)-boxes, satisfies

Ln−k ≤ Nn
B(`k) ≤ G(n, k) ≤

n−k∑
i=0

Li, (1.24)

where G(n, k) is the number of boxes in the greedy boxing, and Li is the size of

generation i.
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Proof. The fact that Nn
B(`k) ≤ G(n, k) follows from the optimality of Nn

B(`k).

The last inequality is established by observing that G(n, k) uses vertices in Ln−k
to cover generations n− k, . . . , n. The sum of earlier generations is a somewhat

crude upper bound, since not all vertices in every generation before n−k are put

in a separate box.

For the lower bound, we find Ln−k witness vertices that are vertices with

pairwise distance at least 2k+ 1 away. We choose a witness vertex from each box

T
(v)
k , v ∈ Ln−k: let w(v) be any of the vertices in T

(v)
k that is in generation n. We

show that when u 6= v are two distinct witnesses, then d(w(u), w(v)) ≥ 2k + 1.

Indeed, since w(u), w(v) are in different subtrees in generation n−k, the shortest

path between w(u), w(v) travels through both u and v and so it contains at least

d(w(u), u) + d(w(v), v) + 2 = 2k + 2 edges.

Theorem 10. The complete d-ary tree and “2-3”-tree have finite transfinite frac-

tal dimension, namely τ
(
T d∞
)

= (log d)/2 and τ
(
T 2,3
∞
)

= (log
√

6)/2. The growth

rate of these trees are d and
√

6 respectively.

Proof. A direct application of Def. 10 yields that gr
(
T d∞
)

= d. For the transfinite

fractal dimension, by monotonicity it is enough to consider the subsequence 2k+1

for `. Applying Lemma 9 for this case yields that

dn−k ≤ Nn
B(`k) ≤

n−k∑
i=0

di =
dn−k+1 − 1

d− 1
. (1.25)

Because
∣∣V (T dn)

∣∣ = (dn+1 − 1)/(d − 1), using the bounds from Lemma 9 we can

calculate the limit

τ (T∞d ) = lim
k→∞

lim
n→∞

log(Nn
B(`k)/

∣∣V (Tn)
∣∣)

−(2k + 1)
=

log d

2
.

The proof works similarly for the “2-3”-tree. It is shown in [89] that gr
(
T 2,3
∞
)

=√
6. Elementary calculation shows that

∣∣V (T 2,3
n )
∣∣ =

3 · (6(n+1)/2 − 1)/5 if n is odd

3 · (6n/2 − 1)/5 + 6n/2 if n is even.
(1.26)

A simple calculation yields that

Ln =

2 · 6(n−1)/2 if n is odd

6n/2 if n is even.
(1.27)
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Combining the results above with Lemma 9 yields that

τ
(
T 2,3
∞
)

= (log
√

6)/2.

Observe that for these examples, the relation τ (T∞) = ln gr (T∞)/2 holds. The

question naturally arises that under which conditions it is true that this relation

is valid? We will answer this question in the following sections.

1.7.1 Spherically symmetric trees

Let T f
∞ be a spherically symmetric tree, that is an infinite rooted tree such that

for each h, every vertex at distance h from the root has the same number of

children, namely, f(h) many, f(h) ∈ N+ = {1, 2, . . . }. Examples 3 and 4 are also

spherically symmetric trees. For spherically symmetric trees, Ln =
∏n−1

h=0 f(h)

and
∣∣T fn ∣∣ =

∑n
i=0 Li.

In what follows, we investigate the assumptions needed on the sequence f =

(f(h)h∈N) so that the transfinite fractal dimension of a spherically symmetric

tree exists and equals half of the logarithm of the growth rate. This question is

nontrivial, as demonstrated by the following examples.

Example 5. Let

f(i) =


⌊
ej
⌋

if i = j! for some j

fixed c ∈ N otherwise.

Example 6. Let

log f(h) :=

a if m(m+ 1) < h ≤ (m+ 1)2 for some m ∈ N

b 6= a otherwise.

In Example 6 we have blocks of ′a′s and blocks of ′b′s with linearly increasing

lengths, while in Example 5 f takes on a very large value ‘occasionally’. We show

below that while the growth rate of these trees exists, the transfractal dimension

is not even defined, i.e., the limit in Def. 7 does not exists. First, we need the

following definition.

Definition 13 (Length of the maximum contiguous subsequence). Let s =

(si)
∞
i=0 be an arbitrary sequence with codomain5 S and a ∈ S. The length of the

5The codomain of a sequence is the set into which all of the elements of the sequence is
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maximum contiguous subsequence of sequence s with respect to element a (i.e.,

the length of the longest block of consecutive ′a′s):

lmcs(s, a) := max{n ∈ N | ∃i ∈ N : a = si = si+1 = si+2 = · · · = si+n}+ 1.

Condition 1 (Regularity assumption). Let us assume that f = (f(h))h≥0 in

a spherically symmetric tree T f
∞ satisfies for some K ∈ N that

lmcs(f , 1) = K <∞. (1.28)

Lemma 11. Condition 1 implies that for all n ≥ 1 it holds that

Ln ≤ |T f
n| =

n∑
i=0

Li ≤ 2(lmcs(f , 1) + 1) · Ln, (1.29)

that is, the total size of the tree is the same order as the size of the last generation.

Proof of Lemma 11. The first inequality of the lemma is trivial. Now we express

Li in terms of Ln:

Li = Ln

n−1∏
h=i

f(h)−1 ≤ Ln

n−1∏
h=i

f ∗(h)−1, (1.30)

where we define f? := f?(f) as

f ∗(h) :=

1, if f(h) = 1

2, if f(h) ≥ 2.

By denoting bxc := sup{y ∈ Z : y ≤ x} the lower integer part of a real number

x, and K := lmcs(f , 1),

n−1∏
h=i

f ∗(h)−1 ≤
(

1

2

)b(n−i)/(K+1)c
(1.31)

since the product is maximized when f? is such that K 1’s are followed by a single

2 periodically. Combining (1.30) and (1.31) yields that

n∑
i=0

Li ≤ Ln

1 +
n−1∑
i=0

(
1

2

)b(n−i)/(K+1)c
 ≤ Ln(K + 1)

∞∑
i=0

2−i, (1.32)

constrained to fall.
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since
⌊
(n− i)/(K + 1)

⌋
takes on each integer ≤

⌊
n/(K + 1)

⌋
at most K+1 times.

The sum of the geometric series is at most 2 and thus (1.29) is established.

Remark. Condition 1 is not only sufficient but necessary for Lemma 11. If

lmcs(f , 1) > M, ∀M ∈ N, then for some n, f(n−M) = · · · = f(n) = 1; and then∑n
i=n−M Li = (M + 1)Ln.

Corollary 1. Under Condition 1 the transfinite fractal dimension and growth

rate of a spherically symmetric tree T f∞ can be expressed as follows, if the limits

exist:

τ
(
T f∞

)
= lim

k→∞
lim
n→∞

∑n−1
h=n−k log f(h)

(2k + 1)
, (1.33)

log

(
gr
(
T f∞

))
= lim

n→∞

1

n

n−1∑
h=0

log f(h). (1.34)

Proof of Corollary 1. Let us write c+ := 2(lmcs(f , 1) + 1). Combining Lemma 9

with Lemma 11 yields

Ln−k ≤ Nn
B(`k) ≤

n−k∑
i=0

Li ≤ c+Ln−k. (1.35)

Using Lemma 11 once more yields that Ln ≤ |T f
n| ≤ c+Ln and combining this

with (1.35) we can observe

Nn
B(`k)

|T f
n|
∈ [1/c+, c+]Ln−k/Ln = [1/c+, c+]

n−1∏
h=n−k

f(h)−1. (1.36)

Using these bounds in Def. 7 we see that the constant prefactor will vanish when

taking logarithm, yielding (1.33). Eq. (1.34) is a direct consequence of Def. 10.

With Corollary 1 at hand, we arrive to:

Claim 1. The growth rate of Examples 5 and 6 exists, while they are not trans-

fractal.

Proof. We start with Example 6. The limit in (1.34) exists, since it equals

log gr(T f
∞) = lim

m→∞

1

m2

m∑
h=1

((h+ 1)a+ hb) = (a+ b)/2.
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On the other hand, the inner limit (as n → ∞) on the RHS of (1.33) does not

exist for fixed k, since we see oscillations of a’s and b’s when k ≤ m, thus τ is

undefined. For Example 5,

lim
n→∞

1

n

∑
i≤n

log(c)−
∑
j:j!≤n

j

 ≤ log gr(T f
∞) ≤ lim

n→∞

1

n

∑
j:j!≤n

j +
∑
i≤n

log(c)

 ,

and hence the growth rate exists and equals c since both the lower bound as well

as the upper bound tend to log c. On the other hand, the transfinite dimension

does not exist, since, for each fixed k, as n grows the inner sum
∑n−1

h=n−k log f(h)

occasionally encounters a factorial and hence a value other then log c as one of

its terms, hence, the inner limit as n→∞ does not exist.

Example 6 led us to a natural generalization of the transfinite fractal dimen-

sion in such a way that it agrees with half of the logarithm of the growth rate for

spherically symmetric trees under a mild condition on the growth of the degree

sequence. This is the transfinite Cesaro fractal dimension in Def. 8.

Theorem 12. Let T f
∞ be a spherically symmetric tree with degrees f = (f(h))h≥1

that satisfies Condition 1 and that

lim
h→∞

log f(h)

h
= 0. (1.37)

Then, τ ?(T f
∞) = log(gr(T f

∞))/2.

Remark. The growth condition (1.37) means that the degrees grow sub-exponentially.

For instance, f(h) = bexp(hγ)c for any γ < 1 satisfies this criterion.

Proof. By Def. 8 we obtain for any spherically symmetric tree satisfying Condition

1, using (1.36)

τ ∗
(
T f∞

)
= lim

k→∞
lim
m→∞

1

m

m∑
i=1

log(Bi+k
k /

∣∣T f
i+k

∣∣)
−(2k + 1)

= lim
k→∞

lim
m→∞

1

m

m∑
i=1

log(Li/Li+k)

−(2k + 1)
.

(1.38)

Observing that Ln =
∏n−1

h=1 f(h) and limk→∞(2k)/(2k + 1) = 1 we obtain that

τ ∗
(
T f∞

)
= lim

k→∞
lim
m→∞

1

2mk

m∑
i=1

i+k−1∑
j=i

log f(j). (1.39)
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Exchanging sums yields that the RHS inside the limits equals

1

2m

k−1∑
j=1

j

k
log f(j) +

1

2m

m−1∑
j=k

log f(j) +
1

2m

m+k−1∑
j=m

(
1− j −m

k

)
log f(j). (1.40)

The first term in (1.40) tends to zero as evaluating the inner limit (m → ∞) in

(1.38) for any fixed k. For the second term in (1.39) we have:

lim
k→∞

lim
m→∞

1

2m

m−1∑
j=k

log f(j) = lim
k→∞

lim
m→∞

1

2m

m−1∑
j=1

log f(j)− lim
k→∞

lim
m→∞

1

2m

k−1∑
j=1

log f(j)

= lim
m→∞

1

2m

m−1∑
j=1

log f(j),

(1.41)

since the second term tends on the RHS to zero for each fixed k, and the first

term does not depend on k. Regarding the third term in (1.39), assumption (1.37)

implies that for any fixed k,

lim
m→∞

1

2m

m+k−1∑
j=m

(
1− j −m

k

)
log f(j) = 0, (1.42)

since the bounds 0 ≤
(

1− j−m
k

)
log f(j) ≤ log f(j) gives the desired result using

the squeeze theorem. The question arises whether condition (1.37) could be

weakened to the condition in (1.42). For this, note that each term in (1.42) must

tend to zero. The term with j = m equals (log f(m))/2m, that is 1/2 of the term

in (1.37). In other words, the limit (1.42) being equal to zero is equivalent to

(1.37).

Combining (1.40), (1.41), (1.42) with Corollary 1 we obtain that

τ ∗
(
T f∞

)
= lim

m→∞

1

2m

m−1∑
j=1

log f(j) =
log gr(T∞)

2
.

1.7.2 Supercritical Galton-Watson trees

In this section, we will consider the supercritical Galton-Watson trees.

Definition 14 (Galton-Watson branching process). Let q = (q0, q1, q2, . . . )

be an infinite vector of nonnegative real numbers with
∑∞

i=0 qi = 1 and let Pq be
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the probability measure on rooted trees such that the number of offspring (chil-

dren) of each vertex is i.i.d. and the probability that a given vertex has i children

is qi.

Let Zn denote the number of vertices at distance n from the root. We write µ

for the mean of the offspring distribution µ = E(Z1) =
∑∞

i=0 iqi.

A Galton-Watson branching process (BP) with mean offspring µ is said to be

supercritical if µ > 1, critical if µ = 1 and subcritical if µ < 1.

It is well-known that in the subcritical case (µ < 1) and in the critical case

(µ = 1), the BP dies out eventually (i.e. ∃ n : Zn = 0) with probability 1,

while in the supercritical case (µ > 1), the BP survives (i.e., ∀ n : Zn ≥ 1) with

positive probability [6]. When q0 = 0, the BP survives with probability 1, since

each vertex has at least one child. For further discussion and characterization of

Galton-Watson BPs we refer the reader to [6] and [39]. A supercritical Galton-

Watson BP behaves similarly to a deterministic regular tree of the “same growth”

that suggests that the transfinite fractal dimension should be log µ where µ is the

mean of the offspring distribution. When µ is an integer, this deterministic tree

is just the µ-ary tree, but when µ is nonintegral, it is a virtual tree, in the sense

of Pemantle and Peres [106, 107].

Theorem 13. Let GW∞ be a supercritical Galton-Watson tree with the following

assumptions q0 = 0, q1 6= 1 and

E(Z1| log(Z1)|+) <∞, (1.43)

where |x|+ := max{x, 0} denotes the positive part of the expression. Then,

τ (GW∞)→ (log(µ))/2 almost surely.

The following elementary fact will be needed to prove Theorem 13.

Lemma 14. Let ξk be an arbitrary convergent sequence of real numbers, that is,

limk→∞ ξk = A for some A ∈ R. For β ∈ (0, 1) let Sn :=
∑n

k=0 β
n−kξk. Then

lim
n→∞

Sn =
∞∑
k=0

βk · A =
A

1− β
∈ R.

Proof. Using the convergence of ξk, by definition ∀ε > 0 : ∃ N∗ s.t. if i > N∗

then |ξi − A| < ε. Now we consider the following sum

n∑
i=N∗

ξiβ
n−i ∈ (A− ε, A+ ε) ·

n−N∗∑
k=0

βk.
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Hence,

lim
n→∞

n∑
i=N∗

ξiβ
n−i ∈ (A− ε, A+ ε) ·

∞∑
k=0

βk =

(
A− ε
1− β

,
A+ ε

1− β

)
. (1.44)

Now let us consider the remaining part of the sum, namely
∑N?−1

i=0 ξiβ
n−i. Due to

the fact that ξi is convergent thus for someK : ξi < K, ∀i and limn→∞
∑n

k=n−N∗ β
k =

0 we have
N∗∑
i=0

ξiβ
n−i < K ·

n∑
k=n−N∗

βk
n→∞−−−→ 0. (1.45)

Using (1.44) and (1.45) we can conclude that limn→∞ Sn = A/(1− β).

Proof of Theorem 13. By writing Wi := Ziµ
−i, [6, Chapter I, Part C, Theorem

1], the limit W = limi→∞Wi exists and is in (0,∞) almost surely under the

x log x assumption in (1.43) and that q0 = 0. With this notation, we bound the

ratio Bn
k /
∣∣V (GWn)

∣∣ using Lemma 9 (note that Zi has the notation Li there):

Wn−kµ
n−k∑n

i=0Wiµi
=

Zn−k∑n
j=0 Zj

≤ Bn
k∣∣V (GWn)

∣∣ ≤
∑n−k

i=0 Zi∑n
j=0 Zj

=

∑n−k
i=0 Wiµ

i∑n
i=0Wiµi

. (1.46)

Dividing both the numerators and denominators with µ−n, the bound turns into

(1/µ)k
Wn−k∑n

i=0Wi(1/µ)n−i
≤ Bn

k∣∣V (GWn)
∣∣ ≤ (1/µ)k

∑n−k
i=0 Wi(1/µ)n−k−i∑n
i=0Wi(1/µ)n−i

(1.47)

Applying now Lemma 14 with ξk := Wk, β := 1/µ, we see that the almost sure

limits exists for each fixed k

lim
n→∞

∑n−k
i=0 Wi(1/µ)n−k−i∑n
i=0Wi(1/µ)n−i

=
W/(1− 1/µ)

W/(1− 1/µ)
= 1,

lim
n→∞

Wn−k∑n
i=0Wi(1/µ)n−i

=
W

W/(1− (1/µ))
= 1− (1/µ).

(1.48)

Therefore, for almost surely

(1/µ)k(1− (1/µ))/2 ≤ Bn
k∣∣V (GWn)

∣∣ ≤ 2(1/µ)k. (1.49)

Substituting these bounds into Def. 7 of transfinite fractal dimension, with
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` = 2k + 1, yields that

τ
(
{GWn}n∈N

)
= lim

k→∞
lim
n→∞

log(Bn
k /
∣∣V (GWn)

∣∣)
−(2k + 1)

=
log(µ)

2
. (1.50)

Remark. It is clear that gr (GW∞)
a.s.−−→ µ which implies that the almost sure

limit of the transfinite fractal dimension and the logarithm of the growth rate of

Galton-Watson trees differ only in a factor of 2 under the assumptions of Theorem

13.

Remark. Under some regularity assumptions, the transfinite fractal dimension

of Galton-Watson trees is well-defined in contrast with spherically symmetric trees

where we had to introduce the concept of transfinite Cesaro transfinite fractal

dimension. This phenomenon arises from the fact that the random growth of the

Galton-Watson branching process is smoother than the deterministic growth of

spherically symmetric trees.

1.8 Discussion

In this chapter, we have investigated the heuristic statement that networks with

a hierarchical structure are fractal (i.e., self-similar) objects. In particular, we

considered a graph sequence with a strict hierarchical structure and investigated

its fractal properties. Doing so we showed that the definition of fractality cannot

be applied to networks with locally ’tree-like’ structure and exponential growth

rate of neighborhoods. However, the box-covering method gives a parameter

that is related to the growth rate of trees. We also introduced a more general

concept, the transfinite Cesaro fractal dimension. We investigated various models:

the hierarchical graph sequence model introduced by Komjáthy and Simon, the

Song-Havlin-Makse model, spherically symmetric trees, and supercritical Galton-

Watson trees. We determined bounds on the optimal box-covering and calculated

the transfinite fractal dimension of the aforementioned models using rigorous

techniques. It would be also interesting to apply our method to other locally

tree-like graphs such as Erdős-Rényi graph, preferential attachment graph, and

configuration model.
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Chapter 2

On the Complexity of

Color-Avoiding Site and Bond

Percolation

The mathematical analysis of robustness and error-tolerance of networks has been

in the center of research interest. On the other hand, little work has been done

when the attack-tolerance of the vertices or edges are not independent but cer-

tain classes of vertices or edges share a mutual vulnerability. In this study, we

consider a graph and we assign colors to the vertices or edges, where the color-

classes correspond to the shared vulnerabilities. An important problem is to find

robustly connected vertex sets: nodes that remain connected to each other by

paths providing any type of error (i.e. erasing any vertices or edges of the given

color). This is also known as color-avoiding percolation.

In this chapter, we study various possible modeling approaches of shared

vulnerabilities, we analyze the computational complexity of finding the robustly

(color-avoiding) connected components. We find that the presented approaches

differ significantly regarding their complexity.

2.1 Introduction on percolation on networks

Understanding the attack and error tolerance of networks – i.e. the ability to

maintain the overall connectivity of the network as the vertices (or edges) are

removed – has attracted a great deal of research interest in the last two decades

[3, 14, 26, 166, 123]. Most of the works have focused on random error, meaning

that the nodes are considered to be homogeneous with respect to their vulner-
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abilities, or hub-targeted attack, i.e. the nodes fail preferentially according to a

structural property such as the degree or betweenness centrality. However, real-

world networks are typically heterogeneous (not only with respect to their degree

distribution): nodes (or edges) can be separated into different classes regard-

ing a mutually shared vulnerability within the class. The shared vulnerabilities

can be modeled by assigning a color to each class that may represent a shared

eavesdropper, a controlling entity, or correlated failures. A ”color-avoiding” per-

colation framework was developed by Krause et al. [64, 73, 72].

Traditional percolation theory can be used to study the behavior of connected

components in a graph if a vertex (site) or edge (bond) failure occurs with a given

probability [100, 135]. A comprehensive survey on the theory and applications of

percolation on networks can be found in [83]. In the traditional approach a single

path provides connectivity, however, here connectivity corresponds to the ability

to avoid all vulnerable sets of vertices or edges via multiple paths such that no

color is required for all paths (color-avoiding connectivity).

This question is different from k-core percolation where any k paths are suffi-

cient between two nodes [37, 161]; and also different from k-connectivity, where

k mutually independent paths are required [108]. Another related concept is per-

colation on multiplex networks [55, 131] where the layers can be thought of as

the colors, but this approach also differs in the definition of connectivity [64].

To study color-avoiding percolation a new framework was needed. The prob-

lem was introduced by Krause et al. [73] who analyzed the color-avoiding con-

nectivity of networks with shared vulnerabilities on the vertices. The authors

also examined the latent color-avoiding connectivity structure of the AS-level

Internet [125] where the color of the node represents the country to which the

router is registered. They have found that 26,228 out of 49,743 of the routers

are in the largest color-avoiding component, i.e. secure communication can be

obtained among them by splitting the message into more pieces and transmitting

them on different paths - even if every country is eavesdropping on its traffic

[73]. In [72] the theory of color-avoiding percolation has been extended. The

authors study analytically and numerically the maximal set of nodes that are

color-avoiding connected in random networks with randomly distributed colors.

Shekhtman et al. [124] generalize this framework to study secure message-passing

in networks with a given community structure and different classes of vulnerabil-

ities. Kadović et al. [64] formulated color-avoiding percolation for colored edges

as well and studied color-avoiding bond and site percolation for networks with a

power-law degree distribution.
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Besides color-avoiding percolation, finding paths in colored graphs has gained

interest in other domains as well. Wu [156] introduced the Maximum Colored

Disjoint Paths (MaxCDP) problem that is to find the maximum number of

vertex-disjoint paths with edges of the same color between two vertices. The

complexity of MaxCDP has been investigated: it can be solved in polynomial

time if the input graph contains one color but if there are at least two colors the

problem is NP-hard [156, 53]. An even harder variant of the problem, to find

the maximum number of vertex-disjoint and color-disjoint uni-color paths, was

introduced by Dondi et al. [36].

Another related problem is finding k-multicolor paths in a graph. Santos et

al. [119] show that the problem is NP-hard and it is also hard to approximate.

Another interesting problem is finding a path from a vertex that meets all the

colors in a graph. This problem is NP-hard considering a properly colored directed

graph, as well as finding the shortest or longest such paths [54]. A survey on

algorithmic and computational results for other coloring problems can be found

in [91].

On the other hand, none of the previously mentioned works have addressed

the computational complexity of color-avoiding percolation. In this article, we

present various modeling approaches to handle shared vulnerabilities along with

the analysis regarding computational complexity. Section 2.2 is devoted to the

problem definition considering both vertices and edges as the targets of the attack.

In Section 2.3 we conduct complexity analysis and find that, although the pre-

sented approaches are seemingly very similar, they differ significantly regarding

computational complexity. Section 2.4 concludes the work.

2.2 Modeling shared vulnerabilities in networks

There are two main approaches of modeling shared vulnerabilities in networks

depending on the target of the attack: either the links between the nodes can

be destroyed (or eavesdropped) or the nodes themselves are the subject of a

possible failure. The former is modeled by coloring the edges according to the

shared vulnerabilities leading to color-avoiding bond percolation, while the latter

is represented by assigning a color to the vertices having the same vulnerability

resulting in color-avoiding site percolation. The color-avoiding edge- and vertex-

connectivity is illustrated in Fig. 2.1 on an Erdős-Rényi random graph, the exact

concepts will be introduced later in this section.
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2.2.1 Coloring the edges

It is natural to consider the case when the edges with shared vulnerabilities are

the subject of the attack and the vertices remain indistinguishable and unharmed.

Some possible real-world examples with edges having shared vulnerabilities: dif-

ferent means of transportation (bus, underground, railway, etc.) for a traffic

network, various metabolic pathways depending on particular biochemical pro-

files [65].

2.2.1.1 Every edge has one color

Definition 15. Let G be a graph, C = {c1, . . . , ck} a color set and c : E(G)→ C

a function that assigns colors to the edges.

For any i ∈ {1, . . . , k} the vertices u, v ∈ V (G) are called ci-avoiding edge-

connected if after the removal of the edges of color ci, u and v are in the same

component in the remaining graph, i.e there exists a path between u and v which

does not contain any edges of color ci – such a path is called a ci-avoiding path.

We say that the vertices u, v ∈ V (G) are color-avoiding edge-connected

if they are ci-avoiding edge-connected for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.

The relation of color-avoiding edge-connectivity (see Fig. 2.2) is an equiva-

lence relation and thus it defines a partition of the vertex set. The equivalence

classes are called color-avoiding edge-connected components.

2.2.1.2 Multiple edges

A natural modification of the previous definition is if we allow for multiple edges,

meaning that there can be more types of connection between two nodes (see Fig.

2.3). Multiple edges make the network less vulnerable: if there are at least two

edges of different colors between two nodes, then they are color-avoiding edge-

connected since their connection cannot be destroyed by attacking only one color

at a time.

2.2.1.3 Every edge has a list of colors

Another possible generalization of the framework is to modify Def. 15 in such

a way that we make the edges more sensitive to attack by assigning a list of

colors to the vertices representing all the vulnerabilities that an edge has and an

edge is destroyed whenever one of its colors is attacked (see Fig. 2.4). Formally,
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Figure 2.1: Illustrating the color-avoiding edge- and vertex-connectivity on an
Erdős-Rényi random graph G(20, 0.15). The first row depicts an edge-colored
and a vertex-colored graph with three equiprobable colors. The second and third
rows show the graphs after removing the green, blue, and red edges/vertices, re-
spectively.
Note that vertex 5 and vertex 14 are color-avoiding edge-connected since the path
5-11-14 serves as both a green-avoiding and a blue-avoiding path, while the path
5-2-6-8-14 serves as a red-avoiding path. On the other hand, vertex 16 is not
color-avoiding edge-connected to any other vertices since without green edges it
gets isolated.
Considering color-avoiding vertex-connectivity, vertex 6 and vertex 10 are
strongly (and therefore weakly) color-avoiding connected since the path 6-11-
5-10 serves as a blue-avoiding path, the path 6-13-5-10 serves as a red-avoiding
path, while the path 6-2-7-10 serves as a green-avoiding path for internal vertices
– this last condition is only required for strong color-avoiding connectivity. Ver-
tex 3 and vertex 10 are weakly color-avoiding connected since the path 3-5-10
serves as both a red-avoiding and blue-avoiding path, while they are not strongly
color-avoiding connected since no path from vertex 3 can avoid green vertices as
internal nodes. Vertex 7 and vertex 11 are not strongly/weakly color-avoiding
connected since no green-avoiding path exists between them.
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v1

v2 v3

Figure 2.2: The vertices v1 and v3 are color-avoiding edge-connected. But v1 and
v2 are not: the removal of the blue edges disconnects them.

v1 v2 v3

Figure 2.3: The vertices v1 and v2 are color-avoiding edge-connected. But v2 and
v3 are not: the removal of the red edges disconnects them.

the function c is modified: c : E(G) → 2C , where 2C is the power set of the

color set C = {c1, . . . , ck}. Furthermore, in this scenario we say that the vertices

u, v ∈ V (G) are ci-avoiding edge-connected if after the removal of the edges that

contain ci on their lists of colors, u and v are in the same component in the

remaining graph.

2.2.2 Coloring the vertices

It is also interesting to consider the case when the colors are assigned to vertices

that are exposed to attack or failure while the edges remain indistinguishable and

unharmed. Possible real-world scenarios of having vulnerable classes of nodes

include AS-level Internet with routers registered in different countries, telecom-

munication networks with transmission towers operated by different providers.

The color of the nodes can also represent e.g. ownership, geographical location,

v1

v2

v3

v4
re

d,
bl

ue blue

red, green

blue, green

gr
ee

n

Figure 2.4: The vertices v2 and v4 are color-avoiding edge-connected: a red-, blue-
and green-avoiding path between them are v2v4, v2v3v4 and v2v1v4, respectively.
But v1 and v2 are not: the removal of the edges containing the color blue on their
lists disconnects them.
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dependence on a critical material [73]. The strong/weak vertex color-avoiding

connectivity is illustrated in Fig. 2.1 on an Erdős-Rényi random graph.

2.2.2.1 Strong color-avoiding connectivity

Definition 16 ([73]). Let G be a graph, C = {c1, . . . , ck} a color set and c :

V (G)→ C a function that assigns colors to the vertices.

For any i ∈ {1, . . . , k} the vertices u, v ∈ V (G) are called strongly ci-

avoiding vertex-connected (or strongly ci-avoiding connected) if after

the removal of the vertices of color ci excluding these two vertices, they are in the

same component in the remaining graph, i.e. there exists a path between u and v

whose internal vertices are not of color ci – such a path is called a ci-avoiding

path.

We say that the vertices u, v ∈ V (G) are strongly color-avoiding vertex-

connected (or strongly color-avoiding connected) if they are strongly ci-

avoiding connected for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.

In this case, the relation of strong color-avoiding connectivity is not transitive,

therefore it is not an equivalence relation (see Fig. 2.5). The strongly color-

avoiding connected components are maximal sets of vertices such that any two of

them are strongly color-avoiding connected.

2.2.2.2 More colors on the vertices

Similarly to the case when the edges were colored, here we can also assign multiple

colors to vertices. One can think of the multiple colors (lists of colors) as multiple

vulnerabilities on the nodes making the network less robust. Another approach

is to consider the scenario analogously to multiple edges. Here it is important to

note that if a node has at least two different colors, it makes the vertex immortal

under the previously mentioned color attacks analogously to the ”multiple edges”

approach.

2.2.2.3 Weak color-avoiding connectivity

Contrary to color-avoiding edge-connectivity, if we color the vertices, it is dubi-

ous how to handle the source and target nodes in the definition of color-avoiding

vertex-connectivity. In Def. 16 a possible approach was presented that can cap-

ture several realistic scenarios. Considering eavesdropping, it is reasonable that

the sender and receiver guarantee the security of the message but vulnerability
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may affect the nodes as transmitters. However, when the attack of the vertices

rather means destroying the entities, it is more natural to consider another ap-

proach to define color-avoiding vertex-connectivity: attacking red vertices makes

it pointless which nodes a red vertex can reach on a path without other red ver-

tices. This scenario is captured by the concept of weak color-avoiding connectivity

(see Fig. 2.5).

Definition 17. Let G be a connected graph, C = {c1, . . . , ck} a color set and

c : V (G)→ C a function that assigns colors to the vertices.

For any i ∈ {1, . . . , k} the vertices u, v ∈ V (G) are called weakly ci-avoiding

vertex-connected (or weakly ci-avoiding connected) if after the removal of

the vertices of color ci, either at least one of u or v is deleted or they are in the

same component in the remaining graph, i.e. if neither u nor v are of color ci,

there exists a path between them whose vertices are not of color ci – such a path

is called a ci-avoiding path.

We say that the vertices u, v ∈ V (G) are weakly color-avoiding vertex-

connected (or weakly color-avoiding connected) if they are weakly ci-avoid-

ing connected for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.

Similarly to the strong case, weak color-avoiding connectivity is also not an

equivalence relation (see Fig. 2.5). The weakly color-avoiding connected compo-

nents are maximal sets of vertices such that any two of them are weakly color-

avoiding connected.

We can extend the definition to non-connected graphs with the extra condition

that two vertices can be weakly color-avoiding connected only if they are in the

same component in the original graph.

Remark. The notion of weakly color-avoiding connectivity is indeed a weaker

concept than the one defined in Def. 16. It is easy to see that if two vertices

are strongly color-avoiding connected then it implies that they are weakly color-

avoiding connected as well.

2.2.2.4 More colors on the vertices

Weak color-avoiding connectivity can be extended to multiple colors as well, in

the exact same manner as strong color-avoiding connectivity.
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v1 v2 v3 v4 v5

Figure 2.5: The vertices v1 and v2 are weakly/strongly color-avoiding connected,
and so are the vertices v2 and v3. But v1 and v3 are not: the removal of the blue
vertices (i.e. the removal of v2) disconnects them. The vertices v3 and v5 are
weakly but not strongly color-avoiding connected.
The above observation also shows that neither the strong nor the weak color-
avoiding connectivity is a transitive relation.

2.2.2.5 Other generalizations

It is worth mentioning that other generalizations have been also proposed. Krause

et al. [72] consider nodes with differentiated functions, either as senders/receivers

or transmitters. They introduce a flexible trust scenario where vertices can be

trusted or avoided in both functions. Trusting colors for transmission naturally

increases color-avoiding connectivity [72].

2.3 Computational complexity of finding the color-

avoiding components

After presenting the problem of color-avoiding percolation and various modeling

approaches, in this section, we analyze the computational complexity of find-

ing the robustly (color-avoiding) connected components considering the different

problem definitions. In the following, we assume the reader’s acquaintance with

standard concepts of computational complexity theory that may be found e.g. in

[126]. We will use in this section that the following well-known decision problem

is NP-complete [126].

Clique

Instance: a graph G and a positive integer l.

Question: does G have a clique of size at least l?

Now we list the decision problems for which the computational complexity will

be presented in this section. Although the problems are seemingly very similar,

they differ considerably concerning their complexity.

ColorAvoidingEdgeConnectedComponent

Instance: a graph G, a color set C = {c1, . . . , ck}, a function c : E(G)→ C and

a positive integer l.
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Question: is it true that G has a color-avoiding edge-connected component of

size at least l?

StronglyColorAvoidingConnectedComponent

Instance: a graph G, a color set C = {c1, . . . , ck}, a function c : V (G)→ C and

a positive integer l.

Question: is it true that G has a strongly color-avoiding connected component

of size at least l?

WeaklyColorAvoidingConnectedComponent

Instance: a graph G, a color set C = {c1, . . . , ck}, a function c : V (G)→ C and

a positive integer l.

Question: is it true that G has a weakly color-avoiding connected component of

size at least l?

WeaklyColorAvoidingConnectedComponent-ListOfColors

Instance: a graph G, a color set C = {c1, . . . , ck}, a function c : V (G)→ 2C and

a positive integer l.

Question: is it true that G has a weakly color-avoiding connected component of

size at least l?

First, we prove that the color-avoiding edge-connected components can be

found in polynomial time.

Theorem 15. The problem ColorAvoidingEdgeConnectedComponent is

in P. More precisely, the color-avoiding edge-connected components of G can be

found in polynomial time.

Proof. Let G′ be a graph on the vertex set of G where two vertices are connected

if and only if they are color-avoiding edge-connected (for an example see Fig.

2.6). Obviously, G′ can be constructed in polynomial time: we need to check for

every pair of vertices whether they remain in the same component after erasing

the edges of each color separately.

Since the color-avoiding edge-connectivity is an equivalence relation, the graph

G′ is P3-free, i.e. it cannot contain a path on 3 vertices as an induced subgraph.

Obviously, the color-avoiding edge-connected components of G are exactly the

maximal cliques of G′.

It is easy to see that the components of a P3-free graph are cliques, therefore

the maximal cliques of G′ are its components. Hence, the color-avoiding edge-

connected components of G can be found in polynomial time.
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Figure 2.6: Two vertices are adjacent in G′ if and only if they are color-avoiding
edge-connected in G.

The above theorem obviously can be applied when there are multiple edges or

when lists of colors are associated with the edges. Clearly, the same proof works

in both cases.

Now, we move on to the analysis of color-avoiding vertex percolation. First,

we prove that the stronger definition (Def. 16) leads to an NP-complete problem.

Theorem 16. The problem StronglyColorAvoidingConnectedCom-

ponent is NP-complete.

Proof. Obviously, this problem is in NP: a witness is a strongly color-avoiding

connected component of size at least l. To show that this problem is NP-hard we

reduce Clique to it.

If we use only one color, then by definition the strongly color-avoiding con-

nected components of G are exactly its maximal cliques, therefore our problem

is indeed NP-complete.

Next, we present that using the weak definition of color-avoiding connectivity

(Def. 17) the connected components can be found in polynomial time. The proof

consists of two main parts. First, we show that finding the weakly color-avoiding

connected components in any graph is equivalent to finding the cliques of an

associated locally chordal graph. This together with the fact that cliques can be

found in polynomial time in a locally chordal graph gives us the desired result.

Theorem 17. Let G be a graph, C = {c1, . . . , ck} a set of colors and c : V (G)→
C a function that assigns colors to the vertices. Let G′ be a graph on the vertex

set of G where two vertices are connected if and only if they are weakly color-

avoiding connected. Then the graph G′ is locally chordal, i.e. the neighborhood of

any vertex cannot contain an induced cycle of length at least 4.

For an example on the construction of graph G′ from Theorem 17 see Fig. 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Two vertices are adjacent in G′ if and only if they are weakly color-
avoiding connected in G.
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Figure 2.8: The wheel on l + 1 vertices.

Proof. We note that throughout this proof the notion ”color-avoiding” always

stands for ”weakly color-avoiding”.

It is easy to see that a graph is locally chordal if and only if it does not

contain a wheel on at least five vertices as an induced subgraph: if the graph

contains an induced wheel on at least five vertices, then the outer cycle of this

wheel is an induced cycle of length at least four in the neighborhood of the center

vertex, therefore the graph is not locally chordal. To prove the reverse direction,

suppose that the graph is not locally chordal, i.e., there exists a vertex whose

neighborhood contains an induced cycle of length at least four. Then this vertex

and this cycle together form an induced wheel on at least five vertices.

Suppose to the contrary that G′ contains a wheel on l + 1 ≥ 5 vertices as an

induced subgraph. Let u be the center vertex of this wheel, and w1, . . . , wl be the

vertices of the outer cycle (in this order), see Fig. 2.8.

We can assume that the color of the vertex w2 is c1. Now consider the vertices

w1 and w3. Since they are not connected in G′, there exists at least one color

such that the removal of the vertices of that color disconnects them. On the other

hand, the ci-avoiding paths from w1 to w2 and from w2 to w3 (which exist since

w1w2, w2w3 ∈ E(G′)) can be combined into ci-avoiding paths from w1 to w3 for

every color ci ∈ C \ {c1}. (Obviously, this procedure does not work with color c1

since the vertex w2 is of color c1.) Thus, only the removal of the vertices of color
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c1 can disconnect w1 and w3. Therefore, u must have also color c1 (otherwise the

c1-avoiding paths from w1 to w2 and from w2 to w3 could be combined into a

c1-avoiding path from w1 to w3).

Now consider the vertices w2 and w4. Since they are not connected in G′,

there exists at least one color such that the removal of the vertices of that color

disconnects them. However, the ci-avoiding paths from w2 to u and from u to

w4 (which exist since uw2, uw4 ∈ E(G′)) can be combined into ci-avoiding paths

from w2 to w4 for every color ci ∈ C \ {c1}. Again, this procedure does not work

with color c1 since the vertex u is of color c1. But since w2 is also of color c1, w2

and w4 are weakly c1-avoiding connected by definition. Hence, they are weakly

color-avoiding connected, which is a contradiction.

Theorem 18 ([50]). The maximal cliques of any locally chordal graph can be

found in polynomial time.

Corollary 2. The problem WeaklyColorAvoidingConnectedCompo-

nent is in P. More precisely, the weakly color-avoiding connected components of

G can be found in polynomial time.

The above theorem obviously can be applied in the more robust case when

there may be multiple colors on the vertices resulting in indestructible nodes.

On the other hand, in the other case – when the vertices have multiple colors

(lists of colors) and a vertex is destroyed whenever one of its colors is attacked –

seemingly paradoxically – leads to a much harder, NP-complete problem.

Theorem 19. The WeaklyColorAvoidingConnectedComponent-List-

OfColors problem is NP-complete.

Proof. Obviously, this problem is in NP. To show that this problem is NP-hard

we reduce Clique to it.

Assign a color to any two vertices, and add this color to the list of every other

vertex (so altogether we use
(
n
2

)
colors and every vertex has

(
n
2

)
− (n− 1) colors

on its list). For example, on the construction of lists of colors see Fig. 2.9. Now,

two vertices are weakly color-avoiding connected if and only if they are adjacent

in G. Hence, the weakly color-avoiding connected components of G are exactly

its maximal cliques, therefore our problem is indeed NP-complete.

Remark. In the above proof we can reduce the number of used colors by assigning

colors only to nonadjacent pair of vertices; we can also reduce the lengths of the

lists by adding this color only to a minimum vertex cut for these two nodes.
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violet

brown

v2
blue

green

brown

v3
red

green

violet
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red
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Figure 2.9: Constructing the lists of colors: we assign red to v1 and v2 (and add
the color red to the list of v3 and v4), blue to v1 and v3, green to v1 and v4, orange
to v2 and v3, violet to v2 and v4 and brown to v3 and v4.

2.4 Conclusion of the chapter

In this chapter, we presented different notions to model various scenarios of shared

vulnerabilities in networks by assigning colors to the edges or vertices using the

framework of color-avoiding percolation developed by Krause et al. [72]. We also

analyzed the complexity of finding the color-avoiding connected components. De-

spite the similarity of the presented concepts, the associated percolation problems

– seemingly paradoxically – differ significantly regarding computational complex-

ity. We showed that the color-avoiding edge-connected components can be found

in polynomial time. However, the complexity of finding the color-avoiding vertex-

connected components highly depends on the exact definition, using a strong ver-

sion the problem is NP-hard while using a weaker notion makes it possible to find

the components in polynomial time.
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Appendix A

Twenty Years of Network

Science: A Bibliographic and

Co-Authorship Network Analysis

Research collaboration is a central mechanism that combines distributed knowl-

edge and expertise into common new original ideas. The representation and

analysis of social networks showing scientific interactions between researchers

have gained a lot of interest in the last decades. We thoroughly studied various

co-authorship networks in four papers [M1, M2, M23, M32]. For example, we

provided an extensive analysis on the co-authorship network of network scientists

in [M32] that is the extended version of [M23]. We present this research here in

more detail.

Two decades ago three pioneering papers turned the attention to networks

and initiated a new era of research, establishing an interdisciplinary field called

network science. Namely, these highly-cited seminal papers were written by

Watts & Strogatz, Barabási & Albert, and Girvan & Newman on small-world

networks, on scale-free networks, and on the community structure of networks,

respectively. In the past 20 years – due to the multidisciplinary nature of the

field – a diverse but not divided network science community has emerged. In

this chapter, we investigate how this community has evolved over time with re-

spect to speed, diversity, and interdisciplinary nature as seen through the growing

co-authorship network of network scientists (here the notion refers to a scholar

with at least one paper citing at least one of the three aforementioned milestone

papers). After providing a bibliographic analysis of 31,763 network science pa-

pers, we construct the co-authorship network of 56,646 network scientists and
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we analyze its topology and dynamics. We shed light on the collaboration pat-

terns of the last 20 years of network science by investigating numerous structural

properties of the co-authorship network and by using enhanced data visualization

techniques. We also identify the most central authors, the largest communities,

investigate the spatiotemporal changes, and compare the properties of the net-

work to scientometric indicators.

A.1 Emergence of network science

Complex networks have been studied extensively since they efficiently describe a

wide range of systems, spanning many different disciplines, such as Biology (e.g.

protein interaction networks), Information Technology (e.g., WWW, Internet),

Social Sciences (e.g., collaboration, communication, economic, and political net-

works), etc. Moreover, not only do the networks originate from different domains,

but the methodologies of network science as well, for instance, it heavily relies on

the theories and methods of graph theory, statistical physics, computer science,

statistics, and sociology.

In the last two decades, network science has become a new discipline of great

importance. It can be regarded as a new academic field since 2005 when the

U.S. National Research Council defined network science as a new field of basic

research [31]. The most distinguished academic publishing companies announce

the launch of new journals devoted to complex networks, one after another (e.g.

Journal of Complex Networks by Oxford University Press, Network Science by

Cambridge University Press, Applied Network Science and Social Network Anal-

ysis and Mining by Springer). Network science also has its own prestigious con-

ferences attended by thousands of scientists. Leading universities continuously

establish research centers and new departments for network science, furthermore,

launch Master and Ph.D. programs in this field (such as Yale University, Duke

University, Northeastern University, and Central European University).

The significance of network theory is also reflected in the large number of pub-

lications on networks and in the enormous number of citations of the pioneering

papers by Barabási & Albert [15], Watts & Strogatz [149] and Girvan & New-

man [52]. Some researchers interpret network science as a new paradigm shift [69].

However, networks are not only acknowledged by the research community, but

innovative textbooks aimed for a wider audience have also been published [14,

100], moreover, the concepts of network science have appeared in the popular
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literature [12, 148] and mass media [139] as well.

In the last two decades, networks became in the center of research interest

thanks to – among many others – the aforementioned three pioneering papers and

due to the fact that the prompt evolution of information technology has opened

up new approaches to the investigation of large networks. This period of 20 years

can be regarded as the golden age of network science. The first challenge was to

understand network topology, to this end, structural properties were put under

the microscope one after the other (small-worldness, scale-free property, modu-

larity, fractality, etc.) and various network models were proposed to understand

and to mathematically describe the architecture and evolution of real-world net-

works [147]. In recent years, there has been a shift from structural analysis to

studying the control principles of networks [13]. Remarkable computing power,

massive datasets, and novel computational techniques keep great potential for

network scientists for yet another 20 years [147].

It is also important to mention some of the criticism leveled at network sci-

ence. Some articles question the ubiquity of scale-free property and confute the

assumption that biological networks or the internet are scale-free [22, 86, 141,

155]. These papers claim that in a few works of network science, the data are

insufficient and the measurements are not of satisfactory quality for the aim they

are used for. Furthermore, these articles lack careful statistical tests [136] and

critics highlight that commonly used methods, such as least-squares fitting, can

provide considerably inaccurate estimates of parameters [30]. On the other hand,

it is worth ascertaining that none of the critics doubt the importance of the study

of networks, just raise concerns about certain methods and statements.

This work is a tribute to the achievements of the network science community

in the past 20 years. We provide a bibliographic analysis of 31,763 network

science papers and we also construct and investigate the co-authorship network

of network scientists to identify how the network science community has been

evolving over time.

The paper [M32] that this chapter is based on extends the earlier conference

version of the paper [M23] in several important directions. Namely, here we

provide a more detailed literature review; we examine a longer time period; and we

answer the question of how the network science community has evolved over time

with respect to speed, diversity, and interdisciplinary nature by implementing

novel analyses. Here we also provide an analysis of the co-occurrence network

of the keywords. Moreover, we supplement our previous work with several other

new methods and data visualizations that help to make insightful observations
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regarding the last two decades of network science.

The main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:

• We collect 31,763 network science papers and provide a bibliographic anal-

ysis investigating various characteristics of the papers and showing how the

discipline has developed over time.

• We construct the co-authorship network of 56,646 network scientists and

undertake a scholarly network analysis study by analyzing its topology and

dynamics.

• We answer the following major research questions:

– What are the most important venues of network science and how have

they changed over time?

– How the publication patterns vary over research areas and time?

– What are the most important topics of network science and how have

they evolved through time? What relationships can we explore among

the most frequent keywords of network science?

– How the network science community has evolved over time with respect

to speed, diversity, and interdisciplinary nature?

– What are the most typical patterns in terms of international and in-

terdisciplinary collaborations?

– Who are the most central authors and how do the largest commu-

nities look like? How do these network properties compare to other

scientometric indicators?

A.2 Scholarly networks analysis

The work presented in this chapter joins the line of research focused on scholarly

network analysis that is based on big scholarly data [103, 159]. Big scholarly

data refers to the rapidly growing data accessible in digital libraries containing

information on millions of scientific publications and authors [158]. The easily

available data sources (Web of Science, Scopus, PubMed, Google Scholar, Mi-

crosoft Academic, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, etc.) together with

novel powerful data analysis technologies have led to the emergence of science of

science [48] that gives us a better understanding of the self-organizing rules and
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patterns of science, e.g. how a discipline has emerged and evolved over time [80].

Various scholarly networks at many levels can be formed based on scholarly data;

Pawar et al. identify the following forms of scholarly networks of great interest

[103]:

1. co-authorship networks (a link is formed between scientists by their co-

authorship of at least one scientific paper),

2. citation networks (a directed link is formed between documents referencing

one another),

3. co-citation networks (a link is formed between documents if they are cited

together),

4. bibliographic coupling (documents are linked if they share common refer-

ences),

5. co-occurrence networks (keywords/topics are linked if they occur in the

same document), and

6. heterogeneous networks (two or more coupled scholarly networks).

Among the aforementioned scholarly networks perhaps co-authorship net-

works have attracted the greatest deal of research interest, owing to the fact

that co-authorship is one of the most important reflections of research collabora-

tion which is an essential mechanism that joins together distributed knowledge

and expertise into novel discoveries. Furthermore, building the map of sciences is

not only important for sociologists and other scholars to understand researchers’

interaction but for policymakers as well to address sharing resources [158]. Co-

authorship networks have been studied extensively in various ways and from

various perspectives: e.g. the collaboration network determined by the articles

of a certain journal, a specific country, or a research community that cites a par-

ticular influential paper or author [M1, M2, 16, 76, 98, 101]. In this chapter,

we investigate the co-authorship network of network scientists as defined in the

following section.

Keywords co-occurrence networks have also been investigated thoroughly [82,

137, 143]. Keywords of academic articles can provide a concise overview of the

content and the core idea of the body of the papers. In contrast to word clouds,

co-occurrence networks do not only show the frequency of the keywords but also

allow us to discover the relationship between them. Li et al. investigated 6,900
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articles published between 1982 and 2013 which had been indexed using the

keyword ’complex network(s)’ and provided a co-keyword network and a keyword

co-occurrence network analysis [82].

A.3 Preliminaries and data

In this section, we describe how the co-authorship network of network scientists

was constructed, how the examined set of academic publications was chosen and

collected, what data preparation steps were conducted. Moreover, we also present

some useful notions and preliminaries.

A.3.1 Co-authorship network of network scientists

To the best of our knowledge, the co-authorship network of network scientists has

been analyzed only by Newman et al. [99, 102]. However, their network consists

of 1,589 authors, while this study investigates a much larger network (56,646

vertices and 357,585 edges) spanning a longer time horizon (1998-2019).

We construct the co-authorship network of network scientists as follows. We

consider three ground-breaking papers around the millennium that can be re-

garded as the roots of the rise of network science: the paper of Watts & Stro-

gatz [149] on small-world networks, the work of Barabási & Albert [15] about

scale-free networks, and the paper of Girvan & Newman [52] that reveals the

community structure of networks.

In this work, we consider a paper as a network science paper if it cites at least

one of the three aforementioned pivotal articles (in addition, the three originating

papers are also regarded as network science papers, obviously). Similarly, we call

someone a network scientist if (s)he has at least one network science paper. The

previous definitions of network science paper and network scientists are of course

quite arbitrary. It is important to note that the papers that refer to one of the

three seminal papers are not necessarily about network science and there certainly

exist network science articles that do not refer to any of the aforementioned

pioneering papers. On the other hand, we believe that this concept is a good

proxy for our purposes and it is worth studying. We construct the co-authorship

network of the network scientists where two of them are connected if they have

at least one joint network science paper (see Fig. A.1). In other words, this

network is a one-mode projection onto scientists, from the bipartite network of

scientists and the network science papers they authored. The anonymized data
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of the constructed network is available in the supplementary material [M35].

Figure A.1: The co-authorship network
of network scientists colored by com-
munities.

Figure A.2: Distribution of the cita-
tions among the three pioneering pa-
pers.

A.3.2 Glossary

Definition 18 (Average path length). A path is a sequence of edges which

connect a sequence of vertices. The distance d(u, v) between the vertices u and

v is the length (number of edges) of the shortest path connecting them. The lG

average path length of a graph G of size n is defined as:

lG =
1

n(n− 1)

∑
i 6=j

d(vi, vj).

Definition 19 (Degree distribution). The degree deg(v) of a vertex v in a

simple, undirected graph is its number of incident edges. The degree distribution

P is the probability distribution of the degrees over the whole network, i.e. P (k)

is the probability that the degree of a randomly chosen vertex is equal to k.

Definition 20 (Assortativity coefficient). The assortativity coefficient is the

Pearson correlation coefficient of degree between pairs of linked nodes. The as-

sortativity coefficient is given by

r =

∑
j,k j · k(ej,k − qjqk)

σ2
q

,
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where the term qk is the mass function of the distribution of the remaining degrees

(degree of the nodes minus one) and j and k indicates the remaining degrees.

Furthermore, ej,k refers to the mass function of the joint probability distribution

of the remaining degrees of the two vertices. Finally, σ2
q denotes the variance

of the remaining degree distribution with mass function qk i.e. σ2
q =

∑
k k

2qk −(∑
k kqk

)2
.

Definition 21 (Local clustering coefficient). The local clustering coefficient

of vertex v is the fraction of pairs of neighbors of v that are connected over all

pairs of neighbors of v. Formally:

Cloc(v) =
|{(s, t) edges : s, t ∈ Nv and (s, t) ∈ E|}

deg(v)(deg(v)− 1)
,

where Nv is the neighborhood of the node v i.e. the vertices adjacent to v.

The average (local) clustering coefficient of a G graph is defined as:

C̄(G) =
1

n

∑
v∈V (G)

Cloc(v),

where n is the size of the graph.

Definition 22 (Global clustering coefficient). The global clustering coefficient

C of the graph G is the fraction of closed triplets (paths of length two in G that

are closed) over all of the triplets (paths of length two) in G.

Definition 23 (Betweenness centrality). Betweenness centrality of a node v

is given by the expression:

g(v) =
∑
s6=v 6=t

σst(v)

σst
,

where σst is the total number of shortest paths from node s to node t and σst(v)

is the number of those paths that pass through v.

Definition 24 (h-index). The h-index is an author-level metric defined as the

maximum value of h such that the given author has published h papers that have

each been cited at least h times.

Definition 25 (Harmonic centrality). Harmonic centrality of a node v is the

sum of the reciprocal of the shortest path distances from all other nodes to v:
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H(v) =
∑
u6=v

1

d(u, v)
.

A.3.3 Data collection and preparation

We build our analysis on data collected from the Web of Science bibliographic

database, retrieved on January 2, 2020. The collected data consist of 41,245

rows with multiplicity corresponding to the citing works of the three seminal

articles [15, 52, 149]. For each citing paper we have information on the document

title, publication name, publication type, publisher, publication year, authors’

full name, authors’ address, research area, keywords, cited reference count, total

times cited count, page count, abstract, etc.

After the data were collected, various data preparation steps were conducted,

including merging the files, handling missing fields, deleting duplicates, and indi-

cating which of the three seminal papers were cited by the given article. These

preparation steps reduced the dataset to 31,763 unique rows and the citation

pattern of the corresponding articles is shown in Fig. A.2.

The authors are represented by the full name field of Web of Science, however,

this field is unfortunately not consistent, the author called John Michael Doe may

appear as Doe, John; John Doe; Doe, J.; Doe, J. M.; Doe, John Michael, and

other variants. To overcome this issue, we created a dictionary that defines the

name variants that correspond to the same author. Furthermore, we cannot

distinguish between different scientists with the same name, this issue is mainly

relevant for Asian authors. However, the error introduced by this problem is

negligible, as also pointed out by Newman [101] and by Barabási et al. [16].

A.4 Analysis of network science papers

First, we analyze the enormous number of citing works, i.e. the network science

papers. Fig. A.3 shows the top 10 research areas where the citing works belong,

illustrating the interdisciplinary nature of network science. We can see that the

first decade was dominated by physics while later computer science took over. It

is also clear from the figure that neuroscience has started to use network science

tools in the last decade. The journals that publish the most network science pa-

pers are also shown in Fig. A.3. Considering the number of publications, Physical

Review E was the leading scientific forum of network science in the first half of
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the examined period, while PLOS One and Scientific Reports emerged in the last

decade. Currently, Physica A can be regarded as the leading journal of network

science in terms of the number of published network science articles.
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Figure A.3: Top 10 research areas and journals of network science papers

Fig. A.4 shows the number of collaborating authors per citing works, the most

typical numbers of co-authors in a network science paper are 2 and 3. Almost

one-tenth of the network science papers are sole-authored, M. E. J. Newman has

the highest number of sole-authored network science papers, namely 27. While

the figure shows only up to 15 number of authors, there are a few papers with a

high number of collaborating authors e.g. the paper with the highest number of

authors (387) is a paper of Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative [79]. The

authors of this article emerge as a maximal clique of the co-authorship network

of network scientists as it can be seen in Fig. A.1.

We also investigate the distribution of network science papers written by net-

work scientists. The authors with the highest number of network science papers
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Figure A.4: Histogram of the number of authors per paper (truncated at 15).

together with the citation count of their network science papers are shown in Ta-

ble A.1. Guanrong Chen has the highest number of network science papers, his

research areas are nonlinear systems and complex network dynamics and control.

Table A.1: Top 12 authors with the most network science papers.

Name of author Number of papers Number of citations
Guanrong Chen 167 12,859
Bing-Hong Wang 145 5,341
Tao Zhou 138 9,911
Shlomo Havlin 124 13,377
Jürgen Kurths 118 9,249
Eugene H. Stanley 113 10,479
Zhongzhi Zhang 104 2,099
Ying-Cheng Lai 99 5,799
Albert-László Barabási 95 73,937
Luciano da Fontoura Costa 92 2,726
Matjaz Perc 89 8,634
Michael Small 88 2,345

To gain some insights on how the publication patterns vary in network sci-

ence depending on the research area, we show how the distribution of the number

of cited references and the length of the papers differ across research areas (see

Fig. A.5). We can observe that in neuroscience and neurology authors typically

cite a high number of articles while in computer science or engineering the typical

number of cited references is much smaller. Engineering together with telecom-

munications and physics are also the areas with the shortest articles, while it can

also be due to the fact that in those disciplines double-column publication for-

mats are quite typical. It is important to emphasize that these observations are

not necessarily representative of the disciplines in general, only for those papers
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Figure A.5: Boxplots of the number of cited references and length of network
science papers across research areas.

that were defined as network science papers.

Fig. A.6 depicts separate word clouds of the most frequently used keywords

of network science papers written in the four 5-year-long periods of the last two

decades of network science. We can observe that in the first half of the examined

period structure related (e.g., scale-free, small-world, topology) and modeling re-

lated keywords (e.g., preferential attachment, evolution, growing network, small-

world model) dominated the study of networks, while in the last decade topics

such as community detection, social network analysis, data-driven research (big

data, data mining, link prediction, machine learning) have become more popular

keywords. In the first decade of the examined period, the most studied real-world

networks were Internet, peer-to-peer, and protein interaction networks, however,

since 2010 the research has tended to focus on online social networks and brain

networks.

To gain a more comprehensive understanding of the keywords of network sci-

ence papers, we also construct their co-occurrence network. Fig. A.7 and Fig.

A.8 together with Fig. A.6 clearly shows that ’complex network’ is the most

important keyword of the examined set of papers that supports our hypothesis

that our definition of network science paper was indeed a good proxy of our pur-

poses. We can observe that the keyword ’random graph’ often goes together with
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Figure A.6: Word cloud of the most frequent keywords of network science papers
before 2006 (top right), between 2006 and 2010 (top left), between 2011 and 2015
(bottom left) and since 2016 (bottom right).

’network’ but less often with ’complex network’ that suggests the term ’complex

network’ is not that widespread among mathematicians. Another observation is

that community detection is rather popular in the social network domain, the

bottom left side of the figures is dominated by terms associated with social net-

work analysis and community detection. We can also observe that the keywords

’scale-free’ and ’small-world’ are frequently used together. The complete keyword

co-occurrence network can be found in the supplementary material [M35].

Based on the address of the first author, we identify the network science hot-

spots and investigate the spatiotemporal changes. Fig. A.9 demonstrates that

China and the USA are the two leading countries of network science with a fast

increase in Chinese network science papers in the last few years.

Fig. A.10 illustrates how the ratio of multidisciplinary and international pa-

pers varied over the years. We can observe that network science research gets

both increasingly international and multidisciplinary. Here we consider a paper

international if it has at least two co-authors who do not share an affiliation within

the same country. The ratio of international papers in an important indicator,

since it was also shown that scientific impact increases if researchers publish in

international collaboration [20]. The multidisciplinary nature of papers is defined

by the fact that more than one research area is attached to the document in Web

of Science.
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Figure A.7: Visualization of two-dimensional knowledge map of keywords. Key-
words that have co-occurred more frequently are placed closer to each other on
the map. The font size indicates the number and strength of the connections
of a keyword. A more intense color implies a larger number of keywords and
higher connectivity in the neighborhood of the point. The figure was created
with VOSviewer [146].

Figure A.8: Co-occurrence network of keywords. The size of the node indicates
the frequency of keywords in network science papers, the edge width indicates
their relative co-occurrence. Only keywords with frequency at least 100 and edges
with weight at least 10 are shown in the figure.
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Figure A.9: Cumulative number of net-
work science papers on a logarithmic
scale by the country of the first author
(only the Top 10 countries are shown).
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Figure A.10: Ratio of multidisciplinary
and international papers since 2000.

A.5 Analysis of the co-authorship network

The nodes of the co-authorship network of network scientists correspond to the

authors who have at least one network science paper (i.e., a paper that cites at

least one of the three seminal papers [15, 52, 149]), two of them are connected

if they co-authored at least one network science paper. The network is simple,

undirected, and unweighted meaning that here we ignore the strength of the

connection between two scientists, i.e. the number of their joint papers. The

network has 56,646 nodes and 357,585 edges with an average degree of 12.63,

however, the median degree is just 4. The largest connected component consists

of 35,716 nodes and it is depicted in Fig. A.14.

The degree distribution of the network is illustrated in Fig. A.11. There are

897 isolated nodes in the graph (nodes with zero degrees), i.e. scholars who have

a single-authored network science paper but have not co-authored any network

science papers. The most typical number of co-authors are between 2 and 4 and

the tail of the distribution decays much slower than the number of authors per

paper does (c.f. Fig. A.4) since here the degree reflects all the number of co-

authors who do not necessarily author the same paper. The highest degree is 546

corresponding to Roberto Bellotti medical physicist, who is also an author of the

paper with the highest number of collaborating authors [79] and another many-

authored paper [27]. While our network is unweighted by definition, a possible

weight could be assigned to the edges corresponding to the number of joint papers

written by the two authors at the endpoints of the edge. Table A.2 shows the
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Table A.2: The most active links between authors.

Authors Number of joint papers
Shlomo Havlin & Eugene H. Stanley 52

Bing-Hong Wang & Tao Zhou 51
Jihong Guan & Shuigeng Zhou 50

Zhongzhi Zhang & Shuigeng Zhou 48
Jihong Guan & Zhongzhi Zhang 40
Zeng-Ru Di & Ying Fan 34

Sergey Dorogovtsev & José F.F. Mendes 32

most ’active links’, i.e. the edges with the highest weights in the edge-weighted

version of the co-authorship network.

The network has a high assortativity coefficient of 0.53 that suggests that

nodes tend to be connected to other nodes with similar degrees. The co-authorship

network is highly clustered with a global clustering coefficient of 0.97 and an av-

erage local clustering coefficient of 0.8. The fact that the average shortest path

length in the largest connected component is 6.6 also supports the small-world

nature of co-authorship networks.

Table A.3: The top 12 authors with the highest betweenness centrality. Their
ranks with respect to each metric are shown in brackets.

Name
Centralities Number of

citations
h-index

Betweenness Harmonic Degree
Jürgen Kurths 0.025 (1) 0.169 (1) 216 (1,017) 9,249 (30) 96 (2)
H. Eugene Stanley 0.024 (2) 0.168 (2) 220 (1,013) 10,479 (18) 57 (7)
Guanrong Chen 0.019 (3) 0.165 (4) 215 (1,018) 12,859 (15) 27 (30)
Albert-László Barabási 0.017 (4) 0.160 (12) 202 (1,023) 73,937 (2) 83 (3)
Yong He 0.014 (5) 0.163 (6) 242 (1,012) 9,104 (32) 61 (6)
Zhen Wang 0.014 (6) 0.163 (5) 155 (1,117) 3,306 (365) 39 (16)
Santo Fortunato 0.013 (7) 0.160 (13) 208 (1,021) 13,923 (12) 40 (14)
Shlomo Havlin 0.013 (8) 0.163 (7) 165 (1,042) 13,377 (13) 110 (1)
Tao Zhou 0.013 (9) 0.167 (3) 220 (1,013) 9,911 (20) 40 (14)
Edward T. Bullmore 0.012 (10) 0.151 (49) 210 (1,020) 17,915 (7) 50 (10)
Wei Wang1 0.012 (11) 0.161 (10) 145 (1,178) 467 (1511) 14 (188)
Stefano Boccaletti 0.112 (12) 0.162 (9) 130 (1,179) 9,609 (21) 22 (58)

To identify the most central authors of the network science community as

seen through the co-authorship network, we calculate centrality measures such

as betweenness, harmonic and degree centralities of the nodes. The most central

authors are shown in Table A.3. We also compare the centrality measures of the

authors with the citation count of their network science papers and with their h-

indices (restricted only to their network science papers). Common characteristics

1Sichuan University
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Figure A.11: The degree distribution of
the network (truncated at 30).
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Figure A.12: Spearman correlation
heatmap between various centrality
measures and scientometric indicators.

of the most central authors that they are famous, well-established researchers,

moreover, they are typically active in more research areas forming bridges be-

tween subdisciplines. The highest betweenness and harmonic centralities corre-

spond to Jürgen Kurths, German physicist and mathematician whose research

is mainly concerned with nonlinear physics and complex systems sciences. As

we mentioned before, the highest degree corresponds to Roberto Bellotti medical

physicist. Mark Newman English-American physicist has the highest number of

citations on his network science papers (77,418), while Shlomo Havlin, an Israeli

physicist is ranked first with respect to h-index.

Fig. A.13 illustrates the relationship between centrality measures of network

scientists and the scientometric indicators of their network science papers. On

the left it shows the number of citations against the vertex betweenness cen-

trality, colored by the harmonic centrality; on the right one can see the h-index

against the vertex betweenness centrality, colored by the degree. We can con-

clude that there is a positive correlation between the authors’ central role in the

co-authorship network and their scientometric indicators. Fig. A.12 shows the

Spearman’s rank correlation heatmap of the aforementioned measures indicating

positive correlations, with the highest positive correlation between citation count

and h-index. Considering centrality measures against scientometric indicators,

betweenness centrality and h-index has the highest correlation.

Network scientists have become more connected as time has gone by, as it

is illustrated in Fig. A.15, since not only the size of the largest component has

increased over the years but also the ratio of the size of the giant component to the

size of the entire network, indicating the emergence of a diverse but not divided
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Figure A.13: Relationship between centrality measures of network scientists and
the scientometric indicators of their network science papers.

network science community. The giant component consists of 35,716 nodes that

is 63% of the entire network size and it is illustrated in Fig. A.14.

Figure A.14: The largest con-
nected component of the co-
authorship network of network
scientists colored by communi-
ties.
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Figure A.15: The absolute and relative size
of the largest connected component of the co-
authorship network.

Using Clauset-Newman-Moore greedy modularity maximization community

detection algorithm [29], we identify the dense subgraphs of the network. To re-

trieve some important discipline and location-related characteristics of the largest

communities, we assigned a research area and a country for each author as the

majority of the research areas corresponding to their papers and the most fre-

quent country of their affiliations respectively. The compositions of the ten largest

communities are shown in Table A.4. The largest community consists of 15,693

authors dominated by Chinese physicists and computer scientists. We can ob-

serve that the smaller the communities are, the more homogeneous they are. For
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Table A.4: Composition of the largest communities.

Size Research area Country
15,693 PHY 31% CS 30% NN 10% CHN 55% EU 14% USA 12%
1,066 CS 31% PHY 15% BMB 12% CHN 31% USA 26% EU 17%
812 NN 72% CS 5% PSY 4% USA 90% CAN 3% CHN 2%
759 CS 30% PHY 19% BMB 16% EU 36% USA 29% ISR 8%
756 NN 23% CS 17% PHY 16% EU 34% JPN 17% KOR 15%
711 CS 30% MAT 10% LSB 7% USA 35% EU 29% CHN 9%
633 CS 19% PHY 18% BMB 8% CHN 27% EU 23% IND 13%
563 ESE 44% CS 11% LSB 8% EU 53% BRA 12% USA 12%
559 CS 42% ENG 14% PHY 12% USA 30% EU 20% IRN 11%
555 BMB 35% CS 23% MCB 8% USA 30% EU 24% CHN 21%

ACS: Automations & Control Systems BE: Business & Economics

BMB: Biochemistry & Molecular Biology CS: Computer Science

ESE: Environmental Sciences & Ecology GH: Genetics & Heredity

LSB: Life Sciences & Biomedicine MAT: Mathematics

MCB: Mathematical & Computational Biology NN: Neurosciences & Neurology

PHY: Physics PSY: Psychiatry

SCT: Science & Technology TEL: Telecommunication

example, the vast majority of the third-largest community are North American

neuroscientists, moreover, there is a community with 53% EU scientists and 44%

environmental scientists.

Network scientists come from 118 different countries which shows the inter-

national significance of network science. To illustrate the typical patterns of

international collaborations, we created an edge-weighted network of countries

where edge weights correspond to the number of network science papers that

were written in the collaboration of at least one author from both countries (see

Fig. A.16). We can observe that while China has the highest number of network

science papers (see also Fig. A.9), US scientists wrote the most articles in in-

ternational collaboration. It is also apparent that EU countries collaborate with

each other a lot.

Similarly to the network of international collaborations, we also created a net-

work of multidisciplinary collaborations illustrating the importance of multidis-

ciplinary research in network science. Fig. A.17 shows an edge-weighted network

of research areas where the edge weights correspond to the number of network

science papers that were written in the collaboration of authors whose main re-

search areas are the ones at the endpoints of the edge. The main research area

of the authors is not given in the Web of Science, so for each author, we assigned

the most frequent research area associated with their papers. We can observe

that computer scientists and physicists dominate network science. It is also clear
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Figure A.16: Network of international col-
laborations. The size of the node corre-
sponds to the number of network science pa-
pers authored by at least one scientist from
the corresponding country, the edge width
indicates the number of papers written in
the collaboration of authors from the corre-
sponding countries. Only countries with at
least 100 network science papers are shown
in the figure.

Figure A.17: Network of multidis-
ciplinary collaborations. Only the
research areas formed by at least
500 network scientists are shown
in the figure. The full names of
the research areas can be found in
Table A.4.

that the collaboration of physicists and network scientists made huge progress in

network science. We can conclude that – as far as network science papers are

concerned – mathematicians collaborate the most with physicists, while engineers

collaborate more with computer scientists. It is not surprising that telecommuni-

cation experts usually collaborate with engineers and computer scientists, while

mathematical & computational biologists work a lot with biochemists & molecu-

lar biologists, and computer scientists on network science papers.

A.6 Conclusion of the chapter

Two decades ago a new multidisciplinary scientific field was born: network sci-

ence. In this chapter, we paid tribute to the network science community by inves-

tigating the past 20 years of network research as seen through the co-authorship

network of network scientists. We studied 31,763 network science papers by ex-

tracting the distributions of research areas, journals, and keywords. We identified

the most important publication venues and topics in network science and shed

light on how they changed over time, we also explored the co-occurrence net-

work of the keywords. Moreover, we constructed and extensively analyzed the
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co-authorship network of 56,646 network scientists, for example investigating its

topological properties, namely its community structure, degree & centrality dis-

tributions. We identified the most central authors of network science as seen

through the co-authorship network. We also studied the spatiotemporal changes

to provide insights on collaboration patterns. We can conclude that both inter-

national and interdisciplinary collaborations are on the increase. Furthermore,

we compared the centrality measures of authors with well-known scientometric

indicators (e.g. citation count and h-index) and found a high correlation.

After investigating the publication and collaboration patterns of network sci-

ence and observing an increasing impact of networks, we are convinced that the

next 20 years will produce at least as many fruitful scientific collaborations and

outstanding discoveries in network science as the last two decades.
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Appendix B

Networks in Education –
Characterizing Curriculum Prerequisite Networks by a

Student Flow Approach

Data-driven approaches have been extensively used in a number of scientific fields,

including educational research. The big data stored in educational administrative

systems hold great potential for data-driven educational research. Due to this,

new scientific fields have emerged such as educational data mining and learning

analytics, for systematic reviews we refer to [41, 78]. At the Budapest University

of Technology and Economics, we also initiated a project in the cooperation of

the Central Academic Office and the Institute of Mathematics with the objective

to extract knowledge from the massive educational data of the university. The

fruitful cooperation has resulted in a number of publications and the development

of decision support applications to help policy-makers and other stakeholders.

We developed an efficient visualization tool to analyze student flow patterns

by alluvial and Sankey diagrams, which allows decision-makers to gain a better

insight into how students are processing and it makes it easier to understand

the effects of policy changes on retention and graduation rates [M19]. We intro-

duced a novel approach for ranking secondary schools based on their students’

later university performance [M21]. Furthermore, we measured the direct and

longer-term effects of mathematical remediation on academic achievement using

a regression discontinuity approach [M15, M3]. The impact of living on-campus

on academic performance was also investigated [M13]. Moreover, we studied the

connection between grade inflation and student evaluation of teaching. As a first

study of this nature from Central Europe, in accordance with other studies, we

found that increasing the grade of a student by 1, will lead to approximately 0.25

higher evaluations for the instructor [M5, M6]. Furthermore, we analyzed the

predictive power of the Hungarian nationally standardized admission point score
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and its variants on academic performance [M11].

Predicting students’ academic performance is a challenging task of great im-

portance. In particular, predicting dropouts and early detection of at-risk stu-

dents have attracted a lot of research interest [93], since dropping out is associated

with considerable personal and social costs [77] and it is regarded as one of the

most burning problems in higher STEM education all over the world. Machine

learning algorithms have been applied in many studies to predict dropout risk and

academic achievement measures and to discover the important factors affecting

student performance [59, 114]. Early detection of at-risk students allows institu-

tions to offer more proactive personal guidance, remedial courses, and tutoring

sessions in order to mitigate academic failure. We also employed several machine

learning algorithms (e.g. neural networks and gradient boosting trees) to predict

student dropout mainly based on secondary school performance [M26]. We also

identified the most important features and analyzed the effect of each feature on

the prediction using interpretable machine learning techniques [M27]. Interpret-

ing the results also highly assists students, policy-makers, and other stakeholders

since it sheds light on factors affecting academic performance and being an “at-

risk student”. For model interpretation, we used a cutting-edge technique called

SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanations) values [88]. As a follow-up study, we

also studied the incremental predictive validity of the early university perfor-

mance indicators on graduation over the pre-enrollment achievement measures

and vice versa [M22]. Moreover, we modeled students’ academic performance

using Bayesian networks [M14].

We have also introduced a data-driven probabilistic student flow approach

to characterize curriculum prerequisite networks which can be used to identify

courses that have a huge impact on the graduation time [M10], that we are

going to present in this chapter in more detail. Our approach is also capable

of simulating the effects of policy changes and modifications of the prerequisite

network [M7]. Curriculum prerequisite networks have a central role in shaping the

course of university programs. The analysis of prerequisite networks has attracted

a lot of research interest recently since designing an appropriate network is of great

importance both academically and economically. It determines the learning goals

of the program and also has a huge impact on completion time and dropping out.

In this chapter, we introduce a data-driven probabilistic student flow approach to

characterize prerequisite networks and study the distribution of graduation time

based on the network topology and on the completion rate of the courses. We also

present a method to identify courses that have a significant impact on graduation
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time. Our student flow approach is also capable of simulating the effects of policy

changes and modifications of the network. We compare our methods to other

techniques from the literature that measure structural properties of prerequisite

networks using the example of the electrical engineering program of Budapest

University of Technology and Economics.

B.1 Introduction on curriculum networks

College years are usually referred to as “the best part of one’s life”, although as far

as these years go, a lot depends on the curriculum of the university program. In

this chapter, we analyze curriculum prerequisite networks based on a data-driven

probabilistic student flow approach.

Graduating as soon as possible is not only the students’ interest but it is also

important from the institution’s point of view. Delayed completion and drop-

ping out are common academic problems – especially in STEM higher education

– which should be minimized since they subsequently squander human and eco-

nomic resources. An important question is how restrictive a university curriculum

should be, how to set the prerequisite constraints. It cannot be too restrictive

since the higher education directorate aims to increase the rate of completion and

shorten the time needed to graduate, on the other hand, the program must train

good specialists.

In this chapter, we consider university programs where the curriculum is quite

regulated, i.e. to fulfill the requirements students have to take well-specified

courses in a sequential order controlled by the corresponding prerequisite net-

work that is quite common in STEM programs. The prerequisite network is a

directed graph (network) where the nodes correspond to the courses (also re-

ferred to as subjects or classes) and an edge goes from one course to another if

the former course is a prerequisite of the latter one. The analysis of the prerequi-

site network is extremely important since it determines the learning goals of the

program, moreover, the structure of the network has a huge impact on dropout

rates and on graduation time [117, 57]. Here we characterize university curricula

by a data-driven probabilistic student flow approach and determine the expected

graduation time by considering both the topology of the prerequisite network

and the completion rates of the courses. We also introduce a novel method to

mathematically measure the importance of a course with respect to its relative

impact on graduation time.
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It was shown by several authors that curriculum organization has a high in-

fluence on study progress in higher education. Jansen studied the relationship

between curriculum organization and first-year academic success and identified

the key factors that affect students’ study progress the most. Namely, spreading

exams (i.e., the number and timetable of test periods), programming fewer paral-

lel courses, and not spreading re-test over the whole year have the highest positive

contribution to academic success [62]. Robinson studied the patterns of individual

pathways to monitor the process and outcomes of student progression [112].

Measuring curricular efficiency and analyzing the effects of curriculum organi-

zation on academic progress in higher education by a student flow approach have

been in the focus of research interest for decades [18, 109, 140]. The most fre-

quent approach is to model student flows by Markov chains to answer questions

like what the mean time is that a student takes to complete a course or that a

student spends in higher education [10, 18, 122]. Shah and Burke used Markov

chains to model the movements of undergraduate students through the Australian

higher education system [122]. Student characteristics such as age and gender are

also taken into consideration by their model. Bessent and Bessent analyzed the

progression of doctoral students using a Markov approach [18]. Brezavscek et

al. studied the transition between different stages of a Slovenian study program

based on Markov analysis [21].

Markov assumption may be too restrictive thus other authors rather use a

more flexible computer simulation approach to capture the complexity of the sys-

tem [109, 117, 47]. Plotnicki and Garfinkel have proposed a simulation model to

schedule courses in such a way that it allows as many students to flow smoothly

through the curriculum as possible while keeping a feasible schedule for the de-

partment, too [109]. Mansmann and Scholl have introduced a decision support

system to evaluate programs and curriculum modifications by simulation mod-

els [92]. Schellekens et al. presented a discrete-event simulation model for de-

signing higher educational programs in the Netherlands [120]. Saltzman and

Roeder have developed a discrete-event simulation model that allows for changes

in curriculum policy and structure [117]. Saltzman et al. presented a model that

simulates the flow of undergraduate students at a state university in California to

test the potential impact of course sequencing, pass rates, retention rates, capaci-

ties, and enrollment [118]. Weber has developed a decision support system based

on discrete-event simulation to help curriculum planners to achieve the maximal

success of students [150].

Another line of research is to measure curricular complexity and the struc-
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ture of curriculum prerequisite networks with the tools of network theory. Using

network analysis and graph theory, Slim et al. have proposed a framework to

study the structure of prerequisite networks and analyze the complexity of uni-

versity curricula according to course cruciality [127, 129, 130, 153]. Slim et al.

also used Markov networks to represent curriculum graphs to predict student

performance [128]. Heileman et al. presented a curricular analytics approach

to characterize and compare the curricular complexity of engineering programs

at different institutions [58]. Heileman et al. summarized recent works related

to curricular analytics and have introduced a framework to support curriculum-

based improvement efforts [57].

Software applications have also been proposed to assist students to create

personalized study plans and staff to maintain curriculum structure; such as

Curriculum GPS by Akbas et al. [1] and STOPS (Software for Target-Oriented

Personal Syllabus) developed by Auvnen et al. [7]. A curriculum analysis and

simulation library has also been developed by Hickman [61].

Data-driven approaches in higher education have received a lot of attention

recently from higher education researchers and policy-makers as well [11, 144].

Wigdahl has introduced a statistical model that can predict student graduation

rate depending on institutional variables (e.g. semester grade point averages)

and pre-institutional variables (e.g. high school performance data) [154]. Fur-

thermore, student characteristics (e.g. gender, age) are also thought to play an

important role and are taken into consideration by a number of papers [62, 112,

145]. Mendez et al. propose a data-based course difficulty estimation and measure

the influence of a course on students’ overall academic performance to support

curriculum designers in identifying the courses that should be revised due to their

difficulty level [94].

Several approaches have also been proposed to visualize student flow patterns.

Horváth et al. developed an efficient visualization tool to analyze student flow

patterns by alluvial and Sankey diagrams, which allows decision-makers to gain

a better insight into how students are processing and it also makes easier to

understand the effects of policy changes on retention and graduation rates [M19].

Raji et al. present a data-driven system called eCamp that is able to model

and visualize student flow patterns on three levels: on a campus level, where

students flow through all degree programs; on a department level, where student

flow through the curriculum structure within a degree program; on a classes

level, where student flow through classes [110]. The main difference between the

approach of Raji et al. and the one presented in this chapter is that while they
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consider a rather flexible curriculum, our modeling framework is suitable for a

context where students have a declared major from the very beginning of their

studies and must follow a quite restrictive curriculum.

This work combines curriculum prerequisite network analysis with discrete-

event computer simulation modeling by introducing a data-driven probabilistic

student flow approach to characterize prerequisite networks. Most of the related

papers working with a student flow approach consider university programs with

a quite flexible curriculum where students can choose from a variety of course

options. However, our approach is rather developed for a strict curriculum where

the path to earning the degree is rather strictly determined by the prerequisite

network. This highly regulated aspect of the curriculum has enabled us to build

a more analytical framework for curriculum analysis.

Besides the topological structure of the network, we also consider the com-

pletion rates of the courses based on real historical data. We introduce novel

metrics to characterize prerequisite networks based on a data-driven probabilis-

tic student flow approach. We present a model that can answer questions such

as what the expected graduation time of the program is and which course has

the greatest effect on the graduation time. Furthermore, the impact of policy

changes and modification of the prerequisite network can be better analyzed and

understood with the help of our framework. We also investigate the model ana-

lytically, however, computing the analytical solution is intractable, so we rely on

discrete-event simulation. Using the example of the electrical engineering (EE)

program of Budapest University of Technology and Economics (BME), we also

compare our techniques to other methods from recent literature that character-

ize the topological structure of prerequisite networks. We present a software

tool for analyzing prerequisite networks based on our proposed approach and we

also discuss how it can support a wide range of educational stakeholders such as

curriculum designers, administrators, and students.

B.2 Curriculum Prerequisite Network

In this section, numerous topological metrics are reviewed to characterize pre-

requisite networks, we also introduce tools for curriculum analysis based on a

data-driven probabilistic student flow approach. Furthermore, we demonstrate

these concepts in short examples.
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B.2.1 Graph representation

A university curriculum is represented by directed a graph G = (V,E). The graph

can be given by the adjacency matrix M for which Mij = 1 if the ith course is

a prerequisite of the jth course and Mij = 0 otherwise. It is easy to see that G

is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) as if it had a cycle it would mean that some i

subject must have been completed to enroll some j course and vice versa.

In this work, we use the simplifying assumption that prerequisite is a strict

binary condition, i.e. weak prerequisites are not taken into consideration. Weak

prerequisite refers to the fact that enrolling the course and its weak prerequisite

in parallel is also permitted.

Next, notions are presented that measure the structural complexity of the

curriculum and correspond to the roles of the courses in the prerequisite network

based on the topology of the graph.

B.2.2 Topological indicators

Deferment factor

Some courses have more effect on completing the program on time than others.

Motivated by the notion of delay factor by Slim et al. [129], we introduce the

concept of deferment factor to represent if the failure of a certain course is nec-

essarily followed by an increment of graduation time or not. Let us define the

deferment factor of a compulsory course to be 1/(k+ 1) where k is the maximum

number of possible enrollments in the course that does not increase the gradua-

tion time based on the curriculum graph, i.e. the student can fail the course k

times without increasing the time of graduation, however with k+ 1 failures, one

must have at least one extra semester. For example, if the deferment factor of a

course is 1/3 then students may fail that course twice but after the third failure,

the graduation time necessarily increases.

Fig. B.1 illustrates two simple curricula. It can be seen that in the first one

even if the student fails course A (s)he has the chance to finish on time (i.e. in

three semesters) while in the second curriculum the failure of all subjects except

for course C causes at least one semester of delay. In this second case, one may

say that courses A, B and D are more crucial than C, since the deferment factors

of A, B and D are all 1 while the deferment factor of C is 1/2.
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Figure B.1: Two simple sample curricula.

Blocking factor

It is also natural to say that a course that is a prerequisite to more courses is

more crucial, this idea is reflected by the blocking factor introduced in [129].

Formally, we say that a given course has blocking factor n ∈ N if it has exactly

n descendants in the graph, i.e., it is not equivalent to the out-degree of a vertex

since it also counts all the descendants, not just the direct ones.

For example, take a look at Fig. B.1. It is easy to see that course A blocks the

same number of courses in both curricula, while B is more crucial in the bottom

one.

Betweenness centrality

The betweenness centrality measure helps us find vertices that form a bridge

between different parts of the networks. The application of betweenness centrality

in a curriculum context was suggested in [85]. Although it can help identifying

the key links between program tracks, the interpretation of betweenness centrality

in the curriculum context is limited due to the special structure of prerequisite

networks (namely they are DAG). It can be calculated as follows:

bv =
∑

s 6=v,t6=v
s,t,v∈V (G)

σst(v)

σst
(B.1)

where σst is the total number of the shortest paths from node s to node t and

σst(v) is the number of those paths that pass through v [85].
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Connected components

A connected component is a maximal set of nodes such that each pair of nodes is

connected by a path. While the prerequisite graph is directed, here we consider

it as an undirected graph, i.e. we consider its weakly connected components.

Connected component analysis of a curriculum prerequisite network shows

whether the curriculum is divided into independent, disconnected clusters of

courses that do not serve as prerequisites of each other. A connected component

in a curriculum graph may represent an independent knowledge community [4].

Long paths

The analysis of long paths in prerequisite networks was proposed in [153]. A path

represents a chain of courses that must be taken in sequential order. Failing a

course that is part of a long chain often implies falling behind by a semester (or

a year). The definition of a long path may vary but for a seven-semester-long

program, a path with a length of five (five edges and six nodes) or more can be

definitely considered as a long path.

Bottlenecks

Considering the in- and out-degree (notation: deg−(v) and deg+(v)) of the nodes,

university programs have so-called bottleneck courses, a concept introduced in

[153]. A course is said to be a bottleneck if it has in-degree or out-degree greater

than or equal to a or b, respectively, or the total degree is greater than or equal

to c where a, b, c ∈ N, a + b− 2 ≥ c are fixed numbers. Formally, the number of

bottlenecks that a program has is given as follows:

bn(G) =
∑

v∈V (G)

1

{[
deg−(v) ≥ a

]
∨
[
deg+(v) ≥ b

]
∨

∨
[
deg+(v) + deg−(v) ≥ c

]}
. (B.2)

Other topological metrics have been proposed for curriculum analysis through-

out the years [4, 85, 129, 153]. These concepts (including the presented ones) only

take into account the topological structure of the graph but they miss out on the

fact that courses may have very different completion rates. To solve this defi-

ciency, a novel framework is introduced which takes into account the rates of
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course completion as well as the topological structure of the graph.

B.2.3 Student flow based indicators

Here we present a student flow-based simulation approach to characterize prereq-

uisite networks considering both its structural topology and course completion

rates estimated from historical data.

Expected graduation time

A university program can be characterized by the graduation time (i.e. the num-

ber of terms needed to complete all the required courses) as a discrete random

variable X and by its expected value E(X). Let p(x) be the probability mass

function of the graduation time:

p(x) = P(X = x). (B.3)

The expected graduation time can be calculated as follows:

E(X) =
∑
x

x · p(x). (B.4)

The (expected) graduation time depends on the structure of the prerequisite

network and the course completion probabilities. Suppose that the expected

graduation time can be expressed in the following form: E(X) = f(p1, ...pn),

where pi denotes the completion rate (probability) of the ith course and the

function f is determined by the structure of the prerequisite network.

Pass-through effect

The question naturally arises what impact it would have on the (expected) grad-

uation time if the completion rate of a certain course was increased while the

others remain unchanged. Mathematically, it can be represented by the following

partial derivative:

Di =
∂f(p1, p2, ..., pn)

∂pi
. (B.5)

Similarly, the elasticity of a course completion rate is also a proper measure

that can be defined as follows:

εi =
∂ log f(p1, p2, ..., pn)

∂ log pi
. (B.6)
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The main advantage of the previously defined concepts is the fact that they do

not only rely on the topological structure of the graph but the course completion

rates are also taken into consideration. In the next section, this approach is

discussed in more detail. In real-life scenarios, function f is not known but both

the expected graduation time and pass-through effects can be approximated by

a discrete-event simulation.

B.3 Probabilistic student flow approach

In this section, we determine the distribution of the number of terms needed

for successfully completing a university program, it is calculated analytically and

approximated using a discrete-event simulation framework. We consider a virtual

representative student, who is progressing in his/her studies according to the

prerequisite network and if (s)he is enrolled in the ith course (s)he completes the

course with probability pi (a course-dependent constant probability independent

from the past). This probability can be estimated based on historical data:

p̂i ≈
number of students accomplishing course i

number of students enrolled in course i
. (B.7)

Our modeling approach uses the following assumptions:

• A course cannot be taken earlier than the recommended term.

• The representative student of our model attempts to fulfill all courses in

the first possible term that is allowed by the prerequisite network.

• All courses are launched in every term. (This assumption will be relaxed

later.)

• The completion probability of a course is assumed to be constant – i.e., it

does not matter if one tries it for the first, second, etc. time.

• The success of courses is independent of each other, that is the fact of

completing a course does not affect the success probability of another course.

• The representative student enrolls in a course until (s)he completes it no

matter how many times (s)he fails it.

• There are no passive semesters1.

1A passive semester is a semester when the student’s legal status is paused.
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Semester 1 Semester 2 Semester 3

Analysis 1 Analysis 2

ProbabilityAlgebra 1

Algebra 2

Combinatorics

Statistics

Figure B.2: Sample Curriculum.

Table B.1: The random variables corresponding to the attempts and the number
of terms to complete a course counted from the time of enrollment based on the
sample curriculum in Fig. B.2.

Course Attempts Terms to complete
Analysis 1 X1 Y1 = X1

Algebra 1 X2 Y2 = X2

Combinatorics X3 Y3 = X3

Analysis 2 X4 Y4 = Y1 +X4

Probability X5 Y5 = max{Y1, Y3}+X5

Algebra 2 X6 Y6 = max{Y2, Y4}+X6

Statistics X7 Y7 = max{Y4, Y5}+X7

B.3.1 Analytical solution

Let Xi denote a random variable that measures the number of attempts that

one needs for the completion of the ith course. Assuming independent attempts,

the Xi random variables are geometrically distributed (the number of Bernoulli

trials needed to get the first success). If the success rate is pi, i.e the random

variable is distributed as Xi ∼ Geom(pi) then the expected number of attempts

of completing the course is E(Xi) = 1/pi.

Let us consider the sample curriculum from Fig. B.2. We determine the

random variable Yi corresponding to the number of terms that is needed to com-

plete the ith course counted from the time of enrollment. It is clear that in

the case of Analysis 1 Y1 is equal to X1. Regarding the course Probability, it

is more complicated since its prerequisites, both Analysis 1 and Combinatorics

must be completed before, that is: Y5 = max{Y1, Y3}+X5 = max{X1, X3}+X5.
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For Statistics it is even more complex: Y7 = max{Y4, Y5} + X7 = max{X1 +

X4,max{X2, X3} + X5} + X7. All the other random variables can be seen in

Table B.1.

Therefore, to calculate the expected value of these random variables, we have

to calculate the expected value of the maxi-mum of geometric random variables.

If X1, X2, . . . , Xn are independent identically distributed geometric random vari-

ables with parameter p and Mn is the maximum of these random variables i.e.

Mn = max{X1, X2, ..., Xn} then

E(Mn) =
∞∑
k=0

(
1−

(
1− qk

)n)
, (B.8)

where q = 1− p. The proof can be found in [42].

This sum is not easily countable, we can only approximate its value. Moreover,

in our task the parameters of each Xi can be different that makes the calculation

more difficult:

E(Mn) =
∞∑
k=0

1−
n∏
i=1

(
1− qki

) , (B.9)

where qi = 1− pi.
Going further, it becomes even more difficult to calculate the expected number

of terms of Statistics since now we do not have the maximum of geometric random

variables (since the maximum of geometric random variables is not geometric).

Even though it is a well defined random variable, determining its distribution

analytically requires more effort than it seems to. It implies that analytically cal-

culating the distribution of the number of semesters needed for graduation is quite

challenging. Hence we use a Monte Carlo method to simulate the distribution of

the random variables and calculate their expected values.

B.3.2 Discrete-event simulation

Using the statistical software R, we simulate 10 000 representative students vir-

tually attending the university program with the curriculum represented in Fig.

B.2. We set the completion probability to 0.8 for each course since it is a realistic

average completion rate. We obtain the distribution of the graduation by sim-

ulating a student flow, i.e., the path of 10 000 representative students from the

first semester until graduation. Fig. B.3 shows the distribution of the graduation
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Figure B.3: Distribution of graduation time simulated on the sample curriculum
from Fig. B.2 with pi = 0.8 for all courses. The mean graduation time is µ = 4.069
(red line) and the standard deviation is σ = 0.87.

time given by our model.

The pass-through effect of a course can be also approximated with our sim-

ulation framework. The question is what effect it has on the (expected) gradu-

ation time if the success probability pi of the ith course is increased while the

other probabilities remain unchanged. The increase we consider can be additive

or multiplicative and if multiplicative it can be proportional to the completion

probability pi or to the probability of failing the course 1− pi. Formally, let h be

a small positive number, the three approaches can be summarized as follows:

p
(1)
i (h) = min{pi + h, 1} (B.10)

p
(2)
i (h) = min{pi(1 + h), 1} (B.11)

p
(3)
i (h) = min{1− (1− pi)(1− h), 1}. (B.12)

To quantify the impact of increasing the course completion probability of the

ith course, we approximate the pass-through effect of the ith course by:

d
(j)
i (h) =

f̂(p1, . . . , pi−1, p
(j)
i (h), pi+1, . . . , pn)

f̂(p1, . . . , pi−1, pi, pi1 , . . . , pn)
, (B.13)

where f̂(.) stands for the function that approximates the expected graduation

time given the completion probabilities, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} shows the type of probability

increase and h is a small positive number.

To compare the pass-through effects of different courses, we believe that (B.12)

is the most reasonable success rate modification approach since it measures the

effect of letting a fixed h ratio of failing students pass the course. We measure

the percentage change in the mean graduation time for each course with a fixed

reasonably chosen h value.
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Table B.2: Approximations of pass-through effects for the courses of the sample
curriculum from Fig. B.2. The pass-through effect is approximated by 1−d(3)i (1).

Approximated
pass-through effect

Analysis 1 0.0337
Algebra 1 0.0037
Combinatorics 0.0198
Analysis 2 0.0303
Probability 0.0246
Algebra 2 0.0418
Statistics 0.0557

For the sample curriculum from Fig. B.2 the effects of increasing the success

rate for each course separately using (B.12) with h = 1 can be found in Table B.2.

It is clear that the mean graduation time decreased in all cases, while Statistics

has the largest effect: if 100% of failing students manage to pass that course, the

mean graduation time drops by 5.57%.

B.4 Analysis of the prerequisite network of the

electrical engineering program at BME

In this section, we study the curriculum of the Electrical Engineering (EE) BSc

program (Embedded and Control Systems Specialization) at Budapest University

of Technology and Economics (BME) [24]. The program is appropriate for the

analysis since it has a high number of students (∼450 incoming students each

year) which makes the estimation of the completion rates more reliable. We

examine the operative curriculum that is in use since 2014. Fig. B.4 shows the

prerequisite network of this 7-semester-long program.

B.4.1 Topological metrics

We can see that a quite strict prerequisite network corresponds to the EE pro-

gram. Regarding its topological metrics, we can observe the following. It has

some long paths and the longest path consists of six courses (Mathematics A1a

- Calculus → Signals and Systems 1 → Signals and Systems 2 → Measurement

Technology → Laboratory Exercises 1 → Laboratory 2). Since the program is

designed for seven semesters, to graduate on time students may fail one of these

courses only once. Using the definition of bottlenecks with parameters a = 3,
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Table B.3: Cruciality metrics for obligatory courses in electric engineering pro-
gram. The pass-through effect is approximated by 1− d(3)i (1).

Course Betweenness Approximated Deferment factor Blocking factor
pass-through effect

Digital Design 1 0 0.0034 0.2 2
Foundation of Computer Science 0 0.0034 0.143 0
Basics of Programming 1 0 0.019 0.2 2
Mathematics A1a - Calculus 0 0.0112 0.5 17
Becoming an Engineer 0 0 0.143 0
Physics 1 0 0.0123 0.2 3
Basics of Programming 2 0.00044 0.0045 0.2 1
Digital Design 2 0.00044 0.0045 0.2 1
Signals and Systems 1 0.00443 0.0134 0.5 11
Mathematics A2f - Vector Functions 0.00089 0.0011 0.25 3
Physics 2 0.00089 0.0101 0.2 1
Comprehensive Examination in Mathematics A2 0 0 0.167 0
Electrotechnics 0 0.0078 0.2 0
Signals and Systems 2 0.00399 0.0112 0.5 8
Mathematics A3 for Electrical Engineers 0.00044 0.0101 0.25 1
Mathematics A4 0 0.0045 0.2 0
Electronics 1 0.00266 0.078 0.333 3
Electronics Technology and Materials 0 0.0078 0.2 0
Informatics 1 0 0.0078 0.25 0
Informatics 2 0 0.0067 0.25 0
Measurement Technology 0.00133 0.0235 0.5 3
Microelectronics 0 0.0123 0.25 0
Control Engineering 0 0.0067 0.25 0
Infocommunications 0 0.0045 0.25 0
Training Project Laboratory 0 0.0034 0.333 0
Electronics 2 0 0 0.333 0
Microcontroller Based Systems 0 0.0067 0.333 0
Management and Business Economics 0 0.0089 0.333 0
Laboratory Exercises 1 0.00222 0 0.5 1
Embedded and Ambient Systems 0 0.0078 0.333 0
Introduction to Electromagnetic Fields 0 0.0537 0.333 0
Industrial Control 0 0.0022 0.333 0
Business Law 0 0.0045 0.5 0
Power Engineering 0 0.0179 0.5 0
Laboratory 2 0 0.0381 0.5 0
Micro- and Macroeconomics 0 0.0045 0.5 0
Embedded and Ambient Systems Laboratory 0 0.0123 0.5 0
Parallel and Event Driven Programming
in Embedded Systems 0 0.0123 0.5 0
Project Laboratory 0 0.0012 0.5 0
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Figure B.4: Prerequisite network of Electrical Engineering Program (Embedded
and Control Systems Specialization). The longest path is highlighted together
with the courses having the highest betweenness, pass-through effect and blocking
factor. For the exact values see Table B.3.

b = 3, and c = 4, the following courses turned out to be bottlenecks: Mathe-

matics A1a - Calculus, Signals & Systems 1, and Signals & Systems 2. Table

B.3 shows betweenness, pass-through effect, deferment, and blocking factors for

each obligatory course. We can observe that Signals & Systems 1 course has

the highest betweenness centrality thus it forms a bridge between many courses.

The courses of the longest path and courses from semester 6 have the highest

deferment factor; while Mathematics A1a - Calculus blocks the highest number

of courses, namely it is the (not necessarily direct) prerequisite of 17 courses.

B.4.2 Student-flow based indicators

Fig. B.5 shows the distribution of graduation time of the representative student

regarding the EE program according to our model. The completion probabilities

of obligatory courses are estimated using historical data from the educational

administrative system, while the completion probabilities of elective courses are

set to 1. At BME if the student fails to obtain the leaving certificate upon the

expiry of twice the program duration, (s)he gets terminated by dismissal [23].

According to our model, 93.7% of students finish within 14 semesters (twice the

program duration). It is important to note that the unrealistically long tail of

the distribution is due to the fact that according to our model students enroll
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Figure B.5: Distribution of the graduation time at the EE program according to
our model based on real course completion rates. The expected time of graduation
is µ = 9.61 (red line) and its standard deviation is σ = 2.7.

in a course until (s)he successfully completes it no matter how many times (s)he

fails it. Failing Course 1 for at least 100 times has a positive probability (namely

(1− p1)100), although in real life such students would give up earlier. This is the

reason why we also get large values for graduation time.

We also measure how the mean graduation time decreases if the completion

probability is increased for each course separately (pass-through effect) in a way

described in the previous section with h = 1. The results are shown in Table B.3.

By these results, we obtain that Introduction to Electromagnetic Fields has the

highest effect on graduation time i.e. if we decrease the probability of failure of

this course to zero then the expected graduation time decreases by 5.37%. The

reason behind this is that this course has the lowest completion rate (as it is also

illustrated in Fig. B.9).

B.4.3 Credit point distribution over semesters

In Hungary, the European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS)

is used and one semester corresponds to 30 credit points. Using our modeling

framework the worth of credit points that students attempt to complete and

successfully fulfilled in each semester can be investigated. In Fig. B.6, we can see

the average enrolled and acquired credits of students per semester. It shows that

the fourth and fifth semesters can cause some hurdles for them since students

attempt to catch up on failed courses.
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Figure B.6: Average enrolled and fulfilled credits per semester. The results are
based on our simulation framework using the example of the EE program.

B.5 Effect of policy changes

In this section, we demonstrate how the presented simulation framework can be

used to gain a better understanding of the effects of policy changes and modifi-

cations of the curriculum. Namely, we investigate how the number of dismissed

students vary if the regulation is modified and what effect the launching frequency

of a course has on the graduation time. We note that our simulation framework

can also be used to answer a wide variety of questions regarding curriculum design

(such as the effect of success ratios of the courses and designing the prerequisite

network).

B.5.1 Investigation of dismissed students

An important issue is to keep the standards of a university as high as possible.

Several universities have a rule that indicates the maximum number of terms

that a student can spend on studying in a program or the maximum times that

(s)he can attempt to complete a course. At Budapest University of Technology

and Economics, the number of terms is maximized in two times the program

duration time and the failed attempts of a course are maximized in 6. If students

exceed one of the previous limits without graduation, they get dismissed [23].

Here we analyze the effect of varying the threshold of maximum failed attempts

of a course on the number of dismissed students. Fig. B.7 shows the histograms

of the number of dismissed students corresponding to different threshold settings.
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Figure B.7: Histograms of the number of dismissed students in each semester
with different thresholds of maximum attempts to complete a course. The results
are based on our simulation framework using the example of the EE program.
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Figure B.8: The distribution of graduation time if every course is launched in
every semester (purple) compared to the case when every course is launched only
once in a year (orange). The results are based on our simulation framework using
the example of the EE program.

B.5.2 Effect of launching courses in every semester

Another important question regarding curriculum design is whether it is worth

announcing a course every semester. Of course, this decision may depend on

many factors, here we consider how the announcing frequency of the courses

(i.e. launching every semester as opposed to only once in a year) affects the

graduation time. First, we consider how the distribution of the graduation time

changes if every course is available only once in a year (autumn or spring term)

instead of launching each course every semester (see Fig. B.8). Naturally, if the

courses are announced only every second semester then the mean graduation time

significantly increases.

We also analyze what effect it has on the mean graduation time if a partic-
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Figure B.9: Course completion rates for low-, medium- and high-performing stu-
dents.

ular course is announced every semester as opposed to every second semester.

Introduction to Electromagnetic Fields has the greatest impact, not announcing

the course in every semester but in every second semester, increases the mean

graduation time by 13.84% according to our simulation framework.

B.6 Refining the representative student model

A drawback of the representative student model is that the course completion

probabilities are fixed reflecting an average performance. On the other hand,

in reality, the performance is highly student-dependent. To mitigate that, we

modify the model, instead of one representative student we create three represen-

tative students corresponding to low-, medium- and high-performing students.

The course completion rates are assigned to each group according to real his-

torical data where the three groups are created according to the terciles along

with the university entrance scores of the students. This is a reasonable choice

since the university entrance score is a relatively good proxy of later academic

performance [M11]. The course completion rates in the three terciles can be

seen in Fig. B.9. We can observe that the performance difference among the

groups is conspicuous in some courses (e.g. Physics 1, Basics of Programming

1), in other courses the difference is negligible (e.g. Micro- and macroeconomics,

Laboratory 2).
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Figure B.10: Distribution of the graduation time for low-, medium- and high-
performing students according to our model. The vertical lines represent the
means of the distributions.

Here we study the graduation time according to our model regarding the

low-, medium- and high-performing representative student. Fig. B.10 shows

the distribution of graduation time by the three groups. It can be seen that the

high-performing representative student is much more proficient than the medium-

and the low-performing ones and low-performing students have the heaviest tail

distribution.

B.7 A tool to support educational stakeholders

We developed a web application that can provide insights about curriculum pre-

requisite networks based on the approach presented in this chapter. The software

tool was developed in Python 3 using the Dash web framework and Flask micro-

framework.

Users can choose the curriculum (corresponding to the degree programs of-

fered by our university) that they aim to analyze or users can also investigate

their custom curriculum after uploading an Excel or CSV file containing the pre-

requisite structure in a matrix form together with the course completion ratios

(if available). The application outputs the visual network representation of the

prerequisite structure calculates the topological indicators (e.g. deferment factor,

betweenness centrality, blocking factor), and highlights the most critical courses.

Another function of the tool is that it can run simulations based on the stu-

dent flow approach presented in this chapter. Users can select the number of

virtual representative students that the simulation is based on, the number of

types of representative students (e.g. in Section B.6 this number is chosen to be

3 corresponding to low-, medium, and high-performing students). Users can also

specify some policy rules such as the minimum number of credits that a student
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must complete in his/her last three active semesters, the maximum times that

(s)he can attempt to complete a course, and whether or not a course is launched

in every semester. The application returns a wide variety of outputs such as the

approximated pass-through effect of the courses, the distribution of the gradu-

ation time, average enrolled and acquired credits per semester, the number of

dismissed students in each semester.

Using the presented software, curriculum designers can find the answers to

questions like how the structure of the prerequisite network together with the

course completion rates affect the expected graduation time of students or what

courses are the most critical concerning on-time graduation and long-term aca-

demic success. These are extremely important issues since delayed graduation

and dropping out are serious problems all over the world, especially in STEM

programs. Based on our framework, departments can not only identify the most

critical ”bottleneck” courses but they can also simulate what-if scenarios mim-

icking either a change in the prerequisite structure or course completion ratios.

Another advantage of our simulation model that the effect of various intended

policy changes can also be evaluated before they are adopted, some examples of

such policy changes are presented in more detail in Section B.5.

For assessing the utility and clarity of the application, we presented it to a

body of university management including the rector, vice-rector, vice-deans, and

other decision-makers. The overwhelming majority approved the tool and found

it useful and easy to understand with high potential for further development as it

answered the demands of the university to better design and support education, to

understand the effect of curricular structure on graduation time, and to evaluate

curricular reform and policy changes.

While our framework was designed mainly for supporting curriculum designers

and administrators, it can also help students. Using this tool, students can gain a

better understanding of their time limits by which they need to complete certain

courses to graduate on time, they can also realize what effect failing certain

courses have on their graduation time hence they can identify the courses that

they should put more effort in. Moreover, our application also helps advisers

provide more informed pieces of advice to students planning their semesters.
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B.8 Conclusion and future work

Analyzing university curricula is in high demand among policymakers and other

stakeholders nowadays. In this chapter, we presented a data-driven probabilistic

student flow model to characterize prerequisite networks. We introduced a novel

approach to characterize courses based on their effect on graduation time and

illustrated the concept on the electrical engineering program of BME. We also

developed a novel software tool based on our proposed approach and we demon-

strated that our framework is suitable for evaluating curricular reform and policy

changes, moreover it supports a wide range of stakeholders in education.

An interesting line of further research is to refine the model to account for the

correlation between the completion of courses e.g. by revealing the Bayes struc-

ture of the prerequisite network since success/failure in a course clearly affects

the success probability in follow-up courses. Another promising related future

direction is to dynamically change the success probabilities for each student by a

learning algorithm, based on their prior performance given by the model (instead

of pre-categorizing them based on the university entrance score), that also takes

into consideration how success or failure in a course correlates with academic

performance in other courses. If more data were available then the impact of

student and instructor characteristics could be also taken into consideration.
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